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Introduction
Dr. Peter K.W. Fong
President, Hong Kong Public Administration Association
It is my pleasure to introduce the re-launch of the Public Administration and
Policy
An Asia-Pacific Journal in spring 2012. The Journal is a continuation
of the semi-annual publication first launched in 1992, jointly published by Hong
Kong Public Administration Association and the City University of Hong Kong.
After the last issue published in March 2005, it was suspended due to the
departure of its Editor-in-Chief from the City University of Hong Kong.
We are now delighted to re-launch the Journal with the new Editor-in-Chief,
Professor Sonny Lo from Hong Kong Institute of Education, and the support of
a new co-publisher, the School of Professional Education and Executive
Development (SPEED) of The Hong Kong Polytechnic University (PolyU). Our
new editors are academics from the University of Hong Kong, The Hong Kong
Polytechnic University and University of Macau. In order to maintain a high
academic standard, an International Advisory Board consisting of renowned
scholars from leading universities in the United States, United Kingdom,
Canada, Australia, Japan, Korea, Singapore, Mainland China, Taiwan and Hong
Kong has been formed.
The Journal is devoted to the integration of the theories and practice of
public administration and management, with special emphasis on the AsiaPacific region. It seeks to play a useful role in contributing to the improvement
of public services by highlighting issues, problems and solutions through
efficient and innovative management of public services. It targets at university
libraries, public administration departments and schools, public institutions and
associations, as well as individuals who are interested in public administration
for subscription. Academics, current and former government officials, as well as
executives in non-profit organizations and business are welcomed to contribute
articles to the Journal.
It is a good timing to re-launch the Journal in 2012 as there are many
democratic movements and changes of government leadership in the region,
including Hong Kong, Taiwan, Mainland China, Japan, North Korea and
Thailand. In view of such changes, the Journal will provide a forum for the
exchange of information and ideas between practitioners and scholars on a broad
range of the latest public policy issues and the new pattern of governance in the
region. Moreover, there are lots of new political and administrative reforms
across the region in recent years. Public officials have to be more responsive in
addressing the expectations and concerns of the people. Public engagement and
1
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participation are the prevailing trends. With the popularity of Internet and
electronic media, globalization affects every aspect of our lives. E-government
and i-government are widely adopted in many countries. Under this new context,
we expect Public Administration and Policy An Asia-Pacific Journal to provide
insightful and critical information and analysis on issues that will have a bearing
impact in the region and beyond.
We trust the proposed range of coverage and new facelift will meet readers'
expectations and interests. The authors of articles in this Spring 2012 issue
(Volume 15 Number 1) are renowned practitioners and scholars in the field of
public administration. The articles cover public policies and management in
Hong Kong, Macau, Singapore, and developing countries. In future, we plan to
publish special issues on different themes and subjects such as healthcare,
housing, and higher education, etc. In addition to the printed version, an eversion of this journal is under preparation and should be available soon. We
appreciate your valuable support and input so that the Journal will develop into a
useful source of information and a forum for intellectual exchange in the years
to come. The following are brief backgrounds of the co-publishers, HKPAA and
PolyU SPEED.
HKPAA: Since first established in 1990, Hong Kong Public Administration
Association is committed to the promotion of excellence in the study and
practice of public administration. Our objectives are to enhance the quality of
practice and teaching of public administration in Hong Kong; to provide a forum
for the identification and discussion of public administration issues; and to
stimulate discussion and to increase public understanding on issues of
importance and relevance to public administration. We have, in close
collaboration with local universities as well as counterparts overseas, aroused
keen interest in the pursuit of best practices in public affairs. These shall remain
our goals in future.
PolyU SPEED: Established in 1999, the School of Professional Education
and Executive Development (SPEED) of The Hong Kong Polytechnic
University (PolyU) is committed to providing lifelong education opportunities
for people with different education needs to acquire higher qualifications. PolyU
SPEED is dedicated to offering students with high quality education
programmes to enrich and enhance their lifelong learning experience. It provides
a diversity of local quality programmes leading to top-up Bachelor degrees in
both full-time and part-time study modes. Innovative programme nature aside,
the School is planning to upgrade these programmes to Honours degree level
gradually. The School now has a student population of over 8,000 and offers 22
programmes leading to PolyU-SPEED academic awards or overseas academic
awards.
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How to Restore the Pride and Effectiveness of the
Hong Kong SAR Government
Mr. Leung Chun-ying
Chief Executive-elect, The Hong Kong SAR Government

(Below is the speech of Mr. Leung, who was invited by the Hong Kong
Public Administration Association to give a luncheon talk entitled "How to
restore the pride and effectiveness of the Hong Kong SAR Government" on July
28 2011. It is translated by Walter Shum and edited by Sonny Lo.)
Today, I am very pleased and much honoured to be invited to the luncheon
at your Association's annual general meeting.
What the media are concerned about most is the views expressed by Mr.
Wang Guangya, the Director of Hong Kong and Macao Affairs Office of the
State Council of the Government of the People's Republic of China (PRC). Mr.
Wang talked about Hong Kong's civil servants just the day before a meeting
with the delegation of university students from Hong Kong. Of course, he
mentioned other issues and the importance of long-term planning and design of
Hong Kong. On this issue, my view is that the effective governance of any
society, whether dealing with work at higher or lower level, requires the
combination of two aspects. One aspect is planning and design, which is not just
the kind of urban planning and design covered by Dr. Peter Fong's professionals,
and the other dimension is professional execution.
Before the reunification of Hong Kong with the PRC, planning and design
work were mainly the British responsibilities. After the reunification of Hong
Kong with its motherland, we have "Hong Kong people ruling Hong Kong" and
also a high degree of autonomy. Hence, the Hong Kong civil servants, apart
from the implementation of planned and designed work under the system of
"Hong Kong people ruling Hong Kong" and "high degree of autonomy," have to
take on the tasks of planning and design at a higher level.
What are planning and design
visions that we must have? For long-term
purposes, we have to think about our directions. We have to choose our paths.
Quite often, these choices turn out to be difficult trade-offs. In making our
choice, we should have in-depth understandings of some of the existing social
3
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phenomena and social structural problems. This is because we are now our own
bosses. What are these problems? Over the past few years, the territory-wide
issues have often been discussed in the community. Problematic issues at the
higher level, such as poverty, industrial structure, and the government's role in
economic development, require our planning and design of long-term and
visionary nature.
Civil servants are working at different levels. They surely require the ability
of long-term design and planning. But I think, in addition to civil servants, a
more important issue is that our whole society needs to have a vision, a common
vision. Our whole society should have an awareness of long-term design and
planning. Our whole society should also be aware of the importance of longterm planning and design.
Speaking of our civil service, I regard Hong Kong's civil servants as very
competent, very diligent and professional. I believe that, with the continuous
development of our society and under the new situation, Hong Kong's civil
servants are fully capable of making advances with the passage of time.
Finally, someone suggest today that what Director Wang Guangya had said
was referring to the Chief Executive, Mr Donald Tsang. I do not agree with this
interpretation. In my opinion, the remark of Director Wang Guangya was not
meant to target at anyone. The Central Government has all along been very
supportive of the Hong Kong Chief Executive to administer the territory in
accordance with law. This was the main content of what I have talked to our
media friends. I hereby reiterate this point.
What I have said does not have a direct bearing on our topic today. First of
all, let me untie the topic, namely "How to restore the pride and effectiveness of
the Hong Kong SAR Government ". Here, I would like to explain that the topic
was given to me by the Association. I have no choice in this respect. In
particular, our media friends may wish to know that Peter asked me whether I
would be able to talk about the restoration the pride and effectiveness of the
Hong Kong Government. We agreed on the topic and have it translated into
Chinese. This explanation is important. It is because you will later find out from
the content of my speech that I do not pick this topic to indicate that the
governance of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (HKSAR) is
unauthoritative or ineffective. There is never such a meaning. However, I think
that, since the topic was proposed by the Chairman of Hong Kong Public
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Administration, Peter Fong, it actually reflects the concern of some people in the
community concerned about governance. Although I do not agree with this
concern, we can put it forward to explore why some people have such an
impression.
We all know that governance involves many aspects. It is a very complex
issue with rich content. I'll first make it clear to you that, because of the time
constraint, we are not going to look into various aspects of the issue. This should
not be taken to mean that they are not related to the characteristics of the
governance of Hong Kong, but it is simply a matter of time constraint. In
particular, I will not talk about those issues which are not directly related to
public administration because we have an audience of friends of the Public
Administration Association here today. What are they? They are the institutional
problems different from public administration.
Today I am not going to talk about issues concerning political system.
Although when we talk about the issue of governance, our friends in the
community have pointed out that, because of our political system, the Chief
Executive or his administration has no vote in the Legislative Council. As such,
the Chief Executive often fails to request the Legislative Council to approve
funds or policy or bill since he has "no vote". This may be a problem, a problem
of institutional design. Nevertheless, no matter how we look at it, any
institutional change will involve the Basic Law. This is a fact as well as a reality
which we cannot change in the short period of time.
Secondly, I am not going to talk about party politics. A lot of friends suggest
that our governance is hindered by the problem that our government has no
majority party in the Legislative Council. If the administration has a majority
party, it would be able to join hands with other political parties, thus improving
the relationships between the executive and the legislature. As a result, the
implementation of our executive policies would be smooth. However, whatever
attitudes we hold in respect of the existence of any ruling party in Hong Kong,
the political reality is that it is impossible for us to have a majority party in the
short run. This is also a matter of fact. It involves the historical development of
political parties in Hong Kong as well as the current political ecology. Hence,
there are two areas, one is party politics and the other is the institutional design
under the Basic Law about which I do not want to talk today. It is not because
they are not important but because I want to focus on public administration since
we are here today at a meeting of the Public Administration Association.
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Regarding administration, I would like to examine three points.
Point number 1 is that the design of our administrative organization is
unique. Hong Kong is a city and also a Special Administrative Region. What is
being implemented in this Special Administrative Region, apart from another
system under the "one country, two systems", has to abide by the following two
statements: "Hong Kong people ruling Hong Kong" and "high degree of
autonomy". "High degree of autonomy" means that our government, albeit a
local government, carries a wide range of functions when compared with other
local governments, except Macao, in our country. Even when compared with the
local governments of foreign cities, such as London, New York and Tokyo and
with the local governments of our country's municipalities such as Beijing,
Shanghai, Chongqing and Tianjin, our government has extensive functions of
performance.
Because of "high degree of autonomy", some of the functions of our
government are equivalent to those being performed by the Central Government.
A case in point is our local currency system. Some of our friends ask: "How
about our linked exchange rate? The rate of Hong Kong dollars has been falling
down along with the US dollars. Should we reconsider the issue of linked
exchange rate system?" On the issue of linked exchange rate, I would like to
make it clear that we have to maintain this system. But still people in the
community have often raised the possibility of delinking from time to time. The
linked exchange rate has given rise to the issue of interest rate and such
questions as "how can we better manage this place with finance-related issues",
"what would be the margins for the fluctuation of interest rates", "what would be
the extent of the rise of Hong Kong dollars when the US dollars are going up",
and "what would be the margin for us to follow suit when the US dollars are
falling?" These are questions which the municipal governments of London,
Tokyo, New York, Shanghai, Beijing and Taipei do not have to think about. The
exchange rate issue is a big one.
Another example is the textbook issue. Recently, we have seen a lot from
the media about the expensiveness of our textbooks and whether textbooks
should be separated from the teaching kits. Compared with other cities, whether
in mainland China or foreign cities, their municipal governments responsible for
education do not have to deal with the design of textbooks. They can simply use
nationwide textbooks.
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We have another education-related issue. It is particularly relevant to us
since we are partially involved in tertiary education. We have spent a lot of
efforts and time to work out a new "334" educational system. It changes our
university curriculum from three-year to four-year. As a local government, we
have our own educational system. We then decided to make changes. The
university curriculum is therefore changed from three-year to four-year. We
should not just look at the sentence "3-year changing to 4-year" and then jump
to the conclusion that the system of "334" is very simple. In fact, our
government departments concerned, the UGC (University Grants Committee of
the University Grants Commission) and local universities have spent
tremendous amount of time to ensure that the implementation of the four-year
university curriculum in Hong Kong next year will be smooth and free of any
problems.
All of these are the working areas in which other local and municipal
governments do not have to tackle. These are governmental functions which we,
being a "Grade 1 government" and simultaneously performing functions
bordering on those of other central governments or federal governments, have to
undertake.
Level 2 functions are meant to compare ours with those of other municipal
governments. Obviously, they are our "city" functions. These functions are more
or less the same as the government functions of other cities in the world.
Level 3 functions are the government functions in the realm of district
administration. In addition to the "whole city" functions and, as I have said,
functions bordering on those of other central governments or federal
governments because of "high degree of autonomy", we have to take on the
functions of a "Grade 3 government" in the absence of a regional government
and under a situation whereby "district" government is non-existent.
There are lot of things inside a "District". When something goes wrong,
either issues of greening or problems of fallen trees caused by greening or issues
relating to local hygiene, the government headquarters have to rush to handle
them. There are 18 "districts" in Hong Kong. Every "district" has similar
problems. However, we don't have the authority to take charge of the
administrative functions of a district and to be responsible for district affairs
such as greening, hygiene, housing, education, etc.
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You are the experts. I am superficial. When we look at other cities in the
world, whether cities in our country or foreign cities, you will find that all of
them have governments at the "district" level. For instance, London, in addition
to the municipal government, there are many "district-level" governments. The
same can be seen in mainland China, Taiwan, Japan, the United States and
European countries. We are rare; I dare say that we are unique because the earth
is huge. We are rare in that our government or our city does not have an
administrative organization to co-ordinate the work of different government
departments in a "district" such as Shumshuipo or Yuen Long. This is also a
reality.
When you are working in the government, no matter which department and
whatever post you hold as a public officer, your work will embrace the work of
Grades 1, 2 and 3 even though it is supposed to be Grade 3. Therefore, our
government's workload is particularly heavy. As an unofficial member of the
Executive Council, half of my body is on the outside and half of it inside the
government. Hence, I have in-depth understandings of the particularly heavy
workload of our government. I have continuously called on the community and
requested the public to give more and much greater support and understanding
of our government.
Whilst our "Grade 1 government" is performing "Grade 3 functions", in
recent years, the governance of the HKSAR has been encountering more
resistance than ever before. Say, for example, the community-based projects and
the infrastructure projects. You may recall that before 1997, we had a new
airport project with the associated 10 core projects, a total of 10 projects known
as, collectively, the "Rose Garden Project". It was launched from 1990 to 1998
when the last project, the new airport at Chek Lap Kok, was fully completed in
7-8 years. The laws and policies then were basically the same as those of today.
However, today, we have many projects, whether in the planning stage or under
construction, encountering oppositions of unusual nature. They have been
brought to the courts for judicial review. Hence, legal challenge is one aspect
that we have to deal with in the process of governance.
After the HKSAR return to its motherland, we have another aspect
encountering judicial issues. What are they? We have our own mini-constitution,
the Basic Law, after 1997. Some people in the community can take legal action
under the Basic Law against many government policies and measures under the
assertion of being "unconstitutional". We have been facing with a lot of cases
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similar to those encountered by some foreign sovereign states. These are the
cases named, collectively, "the right of judicial review" cases. We have many
such cases over the past 14 years. Recently there has been plenty of news,
whether big or small, in the media. There are not just one or two cases. As we all
know, they have all entered judicial proceedings, and therefore I will not
comment further.
Therefore, the work of our Government, apart from "Grade 1 government"
performing "Grade 3 functions", has been encountering new resistance after the
reunification of the HKSAR with mainland China. As a result, the same amount
of manpower of the government team has to shoulder much more work than
ever before, thus causing an "overstretched" situation and failing to meet all
demands at times. Under this new governing environment, we need to rely on
our government team, our accountability officials, our civil servants as well as
other public officials, including lot of friends who are working, sometimes
unpaid, in various advisory bodies of the government. They are serving our
community continuously under the new governing environment. We should be
aware of these issues and should get together to work out solutions. One
solution which, I think, deserves more in-depth discussions in our community
and should be earnestly implemented because of the external environmental
changes, is whether we can do more work today with the same amount of
manpower of the government as in the past and, at the same time, whether we
are capable of achieving better results and higher quality outcomes within a
shorter period of time. In my opinion, we should think about these issues.
In addition to better methods and various means of attracting talents, we
have to think about how political talents and civil service personnel in our
community can gain easier access to our system. The latter phrase is related to
the preceding part of the sentence. That is to allow them easier transfer after
leaving the government. We know that the government has recently promulgated
regulations on "Post-service Outside Work by Former Directorate Civil
Servants". I think that our civil service teams are clean and dedicated to their
work. After they left the government, whether for reality reasons or for the sake
of public image, we do not want to envisage any conflict of interests.
Nevertheless, we should be aware of the fact that the concerned restrictions must
not be too harsh. If our restrictions were too harsh, those who are determined,
capable, aspiring to serve the community and willing to become civil servants
and public officials would be expelled out of the system by us. This is
detrimental to the community as a whole.
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Finally, I would like to talk about one more point. It is the reason why we
should cherish public officials and civil servants of Hong Kong. This is also
what I have mentioned at beginning of my speech. Although we have a local
government in our city, we are different from other places. We are not the same
as other foreign cities. We are "Hong Kong people ruling Hong Kong" which
means that people other than those of our city cannot assume public office or
become civil servants or council members. You must be a Hong Kong
permanent resident. If the Tokyo Metropolitan Government rejects those coming
from Osaka or Sendai to become civil servants, there would be a mismatch
between supply and demand of Tokyo's official personnel. If London
promulgates that only those who are permanent residents of London or only
those who have resided in London for seven years can be appointed as civil
servants, it would also face problems. Since we have adopted the principle of
"Hong Kong people ruling Hong Kong," we have to rely on our 700 million
people. It is not a big population. However, we could only pick those amongst
the permanent residents of the 7 million Hong Kong people to be the persons
having the aspirations to serve the community as public officers in the
government and relevant organizations. Sometimes, we even have to pick those
persons only from the Chinese citizens among the permanent residents of the 7
million people of Hong Kong. Hence, our talent pool, in general, is still
relatively small. Under these circumstances, we should pay more attention to the
need of cherishing talents.
Hence, today, we have examined two main aspects. Firstly, it is the
executive function of our government. This function is greater than what we
have imagined and its workload is far more than what we have conceived.
Secondly, it is the supply of talents. The pool of our talents is relatively small.
We need to look at the combination of these two aspects. It is our hope that we
can devote every social support and understanding to the process of governance,
thus improving the authority and effectiveness of our administrative governance
continuously. Thank you very much.
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A Review of the Proposed Regulated Voluntary Health
Insurance Scheme for Hong Kong
Professor Peter P. Yuen
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University

Abstract
This article reviews the government proposed Health Protection
Scheme (HSP)
a voluntary regulated private health insurance scheme
in terms of its ability to significantly mitigate the health care financing
problem associated with the aging population in Hong Kong. It examines
the attractiveness of the Scheme in terms of its ability to (1) attract
employers currently providing varying types of health insurance plans to
their employees to migrate their plans to HSP; and (2) attract individuals
and families, especially elderly persons, to subscribe to and remain in the
Scheme. The analyses show that it is not likely that the Scheme is able to
attract enough individual or group subscribers so as to divert demand
from the public sector to the private sector in a significant manner. The
article proposes the setting up of a government health care fund for
public hospitals as a more effective way in dealing with the health care
financing problem as result of population aging.

Introduction
While many countries in the Far East implemented substantive reforms in
their health care financing systems in 1980's and 1990's, Hong Kong did not.
Singapore, for example, introduced medical savings account and major illness
insurance in the eighties (Lim 2004); South Korea and Taiwan both established
national health insurance systems in the eighties and nineties respectively
(Kwon 2008, Lu & Chiang 2011). These reforms aim to provide universal
access to health care services and at the same time move the system away from
being too reliant on general taxation to finance health care.
In Hong Kong, the bulk of specialist and inpatient care is financed and
delivered through the public sector. The Hospital Authority, a statutory
autonomous public corporate body, owns and manages over 40 public health
care institutions, providing over 90 percent of all hospital beds in Hong Kong.
Institutions under the Hospital Authority provide a comprehensive range of
services at a heavily subsidized rate. The Hospital Authority receives over 90
percent of its income from the government's general revenue. All Hong Kong
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residents are eligible to receive care from public hospitals and clinics at a
heavily subsidized rate. Patients in public hospitals pay a fixed per diem fee of
HK$100, which covers less than 4 percent of the actual average cost of a patient
day in an acute public hospital. The per diem fee is all-inclusive with the
exception of a short list of the "Privately Purchased Medical Items (PPMI)"
which the patients have to pay the full cost separately (Yuen & Gould 2006).
Private hospital services are financed privately in the form of direct payment
or through private health insurance. Currently, private hospitals deliver less than
10% of total inpatient care, despite the fact that close to 2.4 million persons
(34% of the population) have private health insurance either through
employment or purchased individually (Food & Health Bureau 2010, p.72). As
with most private insurance plans, premium is "experience rated" - increases
with age and with claim history. The elderly and persons with pre-existing and
chronic conditions are either excluded or subjected to prohibitively higher
premium.
Employers often spend more for outpatient benefits than
hospitalization benefits (Gainmiles 2011, p. 110-111) Many plans purchased by
individuals are indemnity plans, providing a mere few hundred dollars a day in
the event of hospitalization. In short, the majority of these private health
insurance plans do not provide adequate hospitalization protection, resulting in
the situation whereby the majority of persons with private health insurance end
up in public hospitals to receive care in the advent of major illnesses. The
situation is clearly not satisfactory.
Many, including the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (SAR)
Government, fear that the current financing pattern will not be sustainable in the
long run in view of medical inflation and the aging population (Food & Health
Bureau 2008).

The Health Protection Scheme
After a series of consultation activities, the Hong Kong SAR Government
proposes the implementation of a government-regulated voluntary private health
insurance scheme the Health Protection Scheme (HSP) as the way forward.
The key features of the Scheme are described below (Food & Health Bureau
2011).
Nature and Governance: Participation in the Scheme will be voluntary for
both insurance providers and subscribers. Private insurance companies enrolled
in the Scheme will be subjected to a set of regulations including requirements
such as no refusal and lifetime coverage for subscribers, and guidelines on
premium, benefits, transparencies, providers quality requirements, and
arbitration procedures. The Scheme will be supervised by the Commissioner of
12
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Insurance, and eventually governed by a statutory body. The Department of
Health will be responsible for accrediting participating hospitals. Payment to
providers will be based on case-mix or fixed fee schedule. While individuals
and employers will not be required to join, government subsidies will be
provided to young persons and to high risk individuals as incentives.
Government intends to use the HK$50 billion earlier earmarked for health
financing reform to set up the infrastructure and to provide subsidies.
Benefits: The Scheme covers expenses incurred in hospitals (general ward class)
and some day procedures. There will be deductibles and co-payments
the
first $10K incurred will have to borne by the patient; thereafter, the patient will
have to pay 20% co-payment for the next $10K and 10% for the rest. General
outpatient services, prevention and early detection services will not be covered.
Subscribers: Both groups and individuals can subscribe to plans under the
Scheme. The Scheme will allow migration from existing plans. The maximum
entry age is 65, and all subscribers will be guaranteed renewal for life. Persons
with pre-existing conditions will also be allowed to join with delayed and
reduced benefits for those pre-existing conditions (e.g. 25% after the 2nd year;
50% after 3rd year).
Premium: Premium will vary with age, and can be further adjusted at regular
intervals as a result of medical inflation and utilization. There will be a
maximum loading for high risk individuals
3 times the normal premium for
that age group. Government will provide subsidies to the high risk pool in the
event the capped premium proves to be insufficient. Government intends to
provide some subsidies to young subscribers as well as incentives for younger
persons to join.

Evaluation
The following sections will assess the Scheme in terms of: (1) its ability to
attract enough subscribers so as to ease the demand for public hospital services
in a significant manner; (2) its ability to mitigate the health care financing
problem in the next two decades caused by the aging population.
Group Subscribers: Whether the HSP can attract large numbers depend very
much on whether employers will be willing to migrate their existing health
insurance plans to HSP. This would very much depend on whether premium
under the HSP is competitive as compared to their existing plans, and whether
the benefits under the HSP are considered desirable from the point of views of
the employees. The indicative benefits and premium of the HSP are compared
with comparable median benefits and premium of existing plans provided by
13
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employers for their general staff, based on a survey of 409 companies from 10
business sectors covering 35,678 employees conducted in 2011 (Gainmiles 2011).
Table 1 summarizes the comparison.
Table 1: Benefits and Premium of Existing Plans vs HSP

Benefits
General Outpatient
Hospitalization
Daily Room & Board
Daily Doctor's fee
Maximum days
Surgical limit

Premium (Annual)
General Outpatient
Hospitalization

Existing Plans for
1
General Staff (Median)

HSP

30 visits

None

$525
$500
60 per disability
Surgeon's fee for complex
procedures
: $33,000
Anesthetist's fee : $9,983
Operating theatre : $9,900

$550
$650
180 total
$50,000

$1,623
$912

N.a.
Age
2
30-34: $1,290
40-44: $2,0002
2
50-54: $2,710
2
60-64: $4,070

1. Returns from the Survey indicate that 67% were "general staff", 6% were
"key executives", and the remaining 27% were "supervisory staff".
2. With $10K deductible
The Survey indicates that most employers with health insurance provide
both outpatient and hospitalization benefits. HSP covers only hospitalization
and some ambulatory procedures. The comparison also shows that the
hospitalization benefits under HSP are comparable to the median figures of the
existing plans for general staff in terms of daily room and board, daily doctor's
fee, maximum hospital days and surgical limits. However, the premium of HSP
is much higher than the median of existing plans for all of the age groups.
Migration from existing plans to HSP would mean higher cost to the majority of
employers. It is, therefore, likely that many employers will not choose to
migrate.
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Individual Subscribers: An important goal of the HSP is to attract older
individuals to join and remain in the Scheme. Figures from Hong Kong show
that a person aged 65 or above used on average six times more in-patient care in
terms of public hospital bed-days than a person aged below 65. The number of
elderly persons (aged 65 or above) will double from the present roughly one in
eight to one in four by 2033 (Food & Health Bureau 2008, p.3). It is, therefore,
of vital importance that HSP is able to include a significant number of elderly
persons under its plans in order to alleviate pressures on public hospitals in a
meaningful manner. Measures to attract and retain elderly subscribers include
(1) guaranteeing policy renewal regardless of age, (2) capping premium for
high-risk individuals at three times that of the premium for the normal age group,
and (3) providing coverage (with delayed and reduced benefits) for pre-existing
conditions.
The adequacy of these measures to draw and retain a significant number of
elderly persons is highly questionable upon closer examination of other features
of the HSP. As HSP practices 'experience-rating', premium will be largely
determined by the age and health status of the subscriber. According to the
“Indicative Premium Schedule” of the HSP, the premium for a relatively healthy
person aged 65-69 for a standard plan with HK$10K deductible is HK$5,000,
whereas the premium for a person aged 30-34 for the same plan is HK$1,290
(Food & Health Bureau 2010, p.70). In other words, the premium that a healthy
elderly person has to pay is 3.8 times that of a young person. Moreover, many
elderly persons will have conditions which will render them to be classified as
high-risk individuals, who will be subjected to even higher premium. Many will
also have pre-existing conditions, which will further increase their out-of-pocket
payment in the event of hospitalization. While HSP caps the premium for highrisk individuals at three times that of the premium for the normal age group, a
high-risk elderly person will still be paying more than 11 times the premium of a
young person. Persons over the age of 65 are often retired individuals with no
regular income. Many will find such premium level unaffordable. Furthermore,
HSP requires deductible and co-payment for every hospitalization episode in
amount of tens of thousands of dollars. Many retirees, especially high-risk
individuals that require frequent hospitalization, are likely to find such out-ofpocket payment unaffordable or undesirable when public hospital services are
still available at an all inclusive fee of HK$100 a day. Those elderly persons
who find HSP premium and out-of pocket payments affordable are likely to be
well-off, and have the means to purchase existing private health insurance
products in the market or to pay the expenses out their own savings even
without HSP.
A report (Mercer 2011) models the health care costs of three Hong Kong
families with and without HSP: Family-1, healthy family without the need for
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any hospitalization; Family-2, relatively healthy family but with two elderly
family members requiring two not serious hospital admissions; and Family-3, an
unfortunate and sick family, with two elderly members with moderate chronic
conditions, one elderly member with cancer, and two younger members
hospitalized for not so serious conditions. The simulation shows that (a)
Family-1 would be financially better off without HSP; (b) Family-2 would only
be marginally better off financially with HSP, but would still incur more than
HK$130,000 in HSP premiums and out-of-pocket costs per annum; and (c)
Family-3 would clearly benefit from having HSP, but the family will still incur
in excess of HK$337,000 a year in terms of premiums and out-of-pocket costs.
Given the above, even for families which could benefit from taking up HSP, the
associated costs would probably discourage many from subscribing.
In short, it is not likely that large numbers of working-age persons covered
by employer sponsored plans will wish to migrate from their existing plans,
which include outpatient services and cheaper hospitalization, to a more
expensive hospitalization only HSP. It is also not likely that large numbers of
individuals, especially elderly persons, will subscribe to HSP and will want to
continue to subscribe using their own money after retirement, when premium is
high and out-of-pocket payment for every hospitalization episode is also high.
The impact of HSP to ease the pressure on public hospitals and to lighten the
Government's health care burden is, therefore, not likely to be significant.

The Way Forward
Aging Population and Pay-as-you-go Systems: It is a known fact that
insurance and taxation are pay-as-you-go systems, which are ineffective in
tackling health financing problems arising from aging population. Main
contributors to insurance and taxation are working-age individuals, whereas
those who needed the services most are retirees. On the average, an elderly
person consumes roughly six times the resources of a non-elderly person (Food
& Health Bureau 2008, p.3), and most elderly persons do not contribute much in
the form of income tax or insurance premium payment. Pay-as-you-go systems
are effective health financing mechanisms if the population age structure
remains more or less the same over time. However, for Hong Kong, where the
percentage of elderly will double by 2033, even with the implementation of the
HSP, taxes and HSP insurance premium will have to be increased very
substantially in order to be viable.
Aging Population and Individual Savings Accounts: It is also a known fact
that savings is the most desirable financing mechanism for an aging population.
Mandatory medical savings accounts require young people with income and
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little need for expensive health care services to put aside a percentage of their
income every month and accumulate a significant sum of money to pay for their
own health care expensive after retirement. Elderly persons with savings
accounts will not be a burden to the younger generation, even if the percentage
of elderly increases significantly.
However, the political climate and
constitutional arrangement in Hong Kong is such that it is almost impossible to
implement mandatory medical savings schemes at this stage
public
consultations indicate that the public is not in favour of mandatory schemes
(Food & Health Bureau 2010, p.7), and the Administration does not command
enough votes in the legislature to push through unpopular programmes.
Aging Population and Public Savings: While it is not possible for Hong Kong
to implement mandatory individual savings accounts, the same effect can be
achieved through setting up of a public savings fund earmarked for health care
purposes in the future. An earlier proposal (Bauhinia Research Centre 2007)
recommended three percent of salary of wage-earners as contributions to the
proposed individual mandatory savings account. Three percent of salary of all
wages is roughly HK$11 billion in 2011. As pointed out above, Government has
earlier earmarked HK$50 billion for health care financing reform, and the
Secretary for Food and Health Bureau intends to use the sum to provide
subsidies to HSP (Food & Health Bureau 2011, p.69). Instead of spending the
money to subsidize private health insurance, the sum should be set aside as seed
money for this public medical savings fund. HK$11billion should be injected to
the fund every year. A larger injection should be made during the year when
Government experiences large budget surplus. The Fund can be used to
supplement income of public hospitals on the top of the regular recurrent
subvention from Government to meet the additional requirements as a result of
the aging population. This approach will not require individual contributions,
and therefore will be politically much more feasible.

Conclusion
The above analysis shows that the government proposed HSP is not likely to
be able to significantly mitigate the health care financing problem associated
with the aging population in Hong Kong. The Scheme in is not likely to be able
to attract sizeable number of elderly persons to subscribe to and remain in the
Scheme. The Scheme is not likely to attract employers currently providing
varying types of health insurance plans to their employees to migrate their plans
to HSP. The Scheme will not be able to divert demand from the public sector to
the private sector in a significant manner. A better and more feasible approach is
for government to set up of a public health care savings fund for public hospitals
to supplement regular subvention when population aging becomes more severe.
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Consultative Governance and Legitimacy in Macao:
The Mix of Electoral and Public Sector Reforms
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Abstract
Although consultative governance has become the prominent
hallmark of the Macao Special Administrative Region since December 20,
1999, it has been accompanied by an absence of democratization
institutionally, a lack of reforms bureaucratically, the inadequacy of
policy-making transparency and the partial nature of public sector
reforms. Because of the weaknesses embedded in the style of consultative
governance in Macao, the regime's legitimacy remains problematic, if not
necessarily crisis-ridden. This paper argues that consultative governance
in Macao has to plug the existing loopholes in democratization, which is
arguably beneficial to the consolidation of regime legitimacy from a
procedural perspective. In short, democratization of Macao can and will
strengthen both consultative governance and regime legitimacy. Finally,
public sector reforms can be deepened further to enhance the
performance legitimacy and capacity of the Macao bureaucracy.

Introduction
Since the establishment of the Macao Special Administrative Region
(MSAR) of the People's Republic of China (PRC) on December 20, 1999, the
MSAR governance has been characterized by a consultative style. This feature
was prominent during the Edmund Ho Hau-wah administration from 1999 to
2009, whereas the current Fernando Chui Sai-on government is elevating
consultative governance as "sunshine policy." Indeed, from a comparative
perspective, consultative governance is aimed at legitimizing any regime;
nevertheless, in the case of the MSAR, consultative governance has arguably
been marked by not only a persistent effort by various government agencies to
collect public opinion qualitatively but also a democracy deficit. This
democracy deficit is defined here as the absence of sufficient governmental
efforts at institutionalizing and stimulating citizen participation in the processes
of public policy-making and formulation (Bovard, 2005; Institute on
Governance, 2005; Bekkers, 2007). Although Macao is by no means a Westernstyle democracy where the chief executive is directly elected by citizens, its
governance is characterized by governmental consultation with public opinion.
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Still, there is a lack of democratic elements in Macao's style of consultative
governance, as this paper will argue. If democratization of the MSAR
institutions can be implemented at the grassroots level, and at the legislative
level, consultative governance in Macao would arguably be strengthened and its
regime legitimacy would be consolidated rather than being undermined.

The Modes and Problems of Consultative Governance in Macao
Consultation with the public is arguably a significant way of reinventing the
government and making it more approachable or accessible to the ordinary
citizens, thus narrowing the gap between the rulers and the ruled (Osborne and
Plastrik, 1997; OECD, 2001; Davis and Weller, 2001). From a comparative
perspective, consultative governance can be seen in many city-states, especially
Macao's neighbour the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (HKSAR).
Consultative governance in the HKSAR has taken the form of establishing
various grassroots level institutions, such as District Councils, District
Management Committees, Mutual Aid Committees and Owners Corporations, to
improve the way in which local administration is governed (Lo, 2001). This
consultative style is not new because the British colonial authorities had long
injected various consultative committees to tap the views of interest groups and
individual citizens even before Hong Kong's sovereignty was returned from
Britain to the PRC on July 1, 1997 (Miners, 1998). Through citizen and elite
participation in these grassroots-level institutions, district-level officials in the
HKSAR have to listen to the views of elected members of District Councils and
appointed members of District Management Committees, whereas citizens in
private and public housing can learn how to govern their own affairs through a
network of Owners Corporations and Mutual Aid Committees. In recent years,
with the rise of party politics in Hong Kong, many of these grassroots-level
institutions has witnessed a certain degree of politicization, affecting the
discussions in these committees in which members might join competing
political parties and groups and struggling for political power (Lo, 2004). The
recent decision by the HKSAR government in 2010, with the support and
approval of the central government in Beijing, to allow candidates from District
Councils to run for the directly elected seats in the Legislative Council in the
near future represents a significant step toward democratization. Combined with
a partially democratized political system, consultative governance in the
HKSAR can arguably legitimize the post-1997 administration, channel citizen
participation skilfully to institutional discussions, and attempt to narrow the
elite-mass gap.
The situation of Macao is similar to the HKSAR in that consultative
governance is emphasized. Macao under the Portuguese rule set up the
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municipal councils, Legislative Assembly and various consultative committees
on youth and environmental protection (Lo, 1996). However, the MSAR
abolished the Municipal Councils shortly after the return of the territory's
administrative right from Portugal to the PRC. Municipal Councils in Macao
under Portuguese rule had both elected and appointed members, and they served
as a useful channel for elite participation so that issues like the environment,
library and public health could be discussed and tackled. The abolition of
Municipal Councils by the MSAR government was arguably not well thought
immediately after Macao's return to China, but perhaps its decision was affected
by the HKSAR decision to abolish the Urban Council and Regional Council.
The HKSAR government abolished the two Councils on the grounds that it
needed to centralize the administration of public health and environmental
issues after the outbreak of the bird flu in 1997-98. From a critical perspective,
however, the HKSAR government made a policy error in that public health
crises, like Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) broke out in 2002-2003,
could erupt regardless of the existence of the two municipal councils. The two
municipal councils in Hong Kong actually served the important functions of
providing elite participation, checking the government on various environmental
and health policies, and forced local-level officials to tackle grassroots concerns
in a serious manner (Cheung, 2003). Arguably, the MSAR government, by
following the HKSAR administration in abolishing the municipal councils,
repeated the same mistake and deprived elites and community activists of a
critical channel of participation (Lo, 2008). Although the Edmund Ho
administration later set up the local district committees to consult the opinion of
community elites and local activists on various policy issues, ranging from
environmental hygiene to local transportation, the composition of these local
district-level committees does not have any elected element.
The current Fernando Chui administration is keen to consult public opinion
in a variety of ways. First and foremost, as the Chief Executive, Chui himself
adopts a person-based diplomacy to consult the views of interest groups and
individual citizens widely and extensively. The preparation of his annual policy
address to the Legislative Assembly is a case in point. Prior to his policy address
in 2010, Chui has actively and assertively consulted the opinions of Macao elites
and masses, including civil servants, business people, educators, and Macao
members of the PRC National People's Congress. Second, various government
departments are mobilized to consult citizen opinions on their policies,
especially the Public Affairs and Administration Department whose staff
members visit districts and constituents to collect public opinions. Other
departments such as environment, transport and education also hold forums and
consultative sessions to listen to the views of the citizens. Third, the MSAR
government set up think tanks to conduct public opinion surveys to gather the
views of citizens. The Chui administration has established a policy advisory
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committee under its Chief Executive Office to study various policy issues and
options. Overall, it appears that the Chui administration has implemented an
assertive policy of consultative governance.
Critics of consultative governance in the MSAR have argued that there were
lots of activities involving official consultation with public opinion, but the
outcomes appear to be unsatisfactory partly because some government
departments consult public views less enthusiastically than others, and partly
because the government on the whole does not generate an image of adopting
the views of the public. In September 2010, the Public Affairs and
Administration Department issued guidelines to all departments on how they
can consult public opinion. Clearly, different government departments have their
own conceptions of how consultative governance should be conducted.
Another problem of consultative governance in Macao is that bureaucrats
are encouraged to consult the views of the public without knowing how public
opinion can be aggregated, analyzed and utilized in the policy-making processes.
Unless the performance appraisal system assessing the work of senior civil
servants includes the degree of public consultation as one of the criteria, it is
difficult to see how senior bureaucrats will really take public consultation into
serious consideration in their policy-making decisions. On the import of
labourers from China and other Southeast Asian states, for example, local
workers and unemployed working-class members complain frequently that the
MSAR government has done insufficiently. Some also complained in May 2009
that the labour-related officials did not receive their petitions. Similarly, on the
availability of public housing, some citizens complain that the gap between the
rich and the poor remains so serious that they do not afford to live in apartments
that they own. Although the Chui administration vows to increase the units of
public housing, there seems to be a persistent gap between public perception on
the effectiveness of governmental consultation and the governmental insistence
on the need to consult the views of ordinary citizens. Arguably, the absence of
bureaucratic incentive in consulting public opinion and the citizen perception of
a non-consultative regime have undermined the effectiveness of consultative
governance in Macao.
This discrepancy in bureaucratic response to consultative governance and
public perception of governmental consultation can arguably be ameliorated by
a more assertive regime keen to implement democratization. In other words,
using democratic reforms at the grassroots level can compensate for the
weaknesses of persistent bureaucratic inertia and public indifference to and
distrust of consultative governance.
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Consultative Governance and Legitimacy Problem
To many Macao citizens, the Macao Chief Executive is elected by a group
of elites and endorsed by the central government in Beijing. As such, the power
origin of the Chief Executive and his politically appointed officials comes from
the central government rather than the ordinary people of Macao. This is natural
given the ways in which the Chief Executive is elected. As such, the legitimacy
of the Macao government is based more on its performance, especially
economic performance, rather than how the Chief Executive and his political
appointees are selected. To use the late Samuel Huntington's terminology,
Macao has been traditionally assessed by its citizens more on performance
legitimacy than on procedural aspects (Huntington, 1991).
The ruling philosophical assumption held by both the Edmund Ho and
Fernando Chui administrations is that consultative governance can legitimize the
MSAR regime. This assumption is understandable given the political tradition
that many intellectuals and educated elites in the Macao society have been coopted into the establishment. They include business people, academics,
educators, professionals, religious leaders, labour unionists and legal experts.
Nevertheless, from a critical perspective, the politico-administrative absorption
of elites can stabilize the society and polity so long as the civil society is
relatively weak and as long as the masses accept the legitimacy of elite rule.
Recent years, however, have witnessed the constant and almost annual
confrontations between the police and street protestors, particularly on May 1 as
the working-class unionists are keen to take their complaints to the streets of
Macao. The recent rise in the activities of new social groups and civic
associations also envisages various forums that critically discuss various social,
economic and political affairs of the MSAR. If so, more citizens and groups are
actually demanding for a reform of the procedural legitimacy of the MSAR. In
their eyes, there is a democracy deficit in the MSAR and legitimacy stems not
simply from performance of the government but also from the procedures in
which their representatives and political leaders are selected.
If this analysis is accurate, the legitimacy problem, if not crisis, of the
current MSAR government is that some citizens and groups perceive the
existence of a legitimacy problem, which stems from the democracy deficit of
Macao where the ruling elites have so far failed to put forward concrete plans
and options on how the Macao political system should move forward in a more
accountable and responsive manner.
Indeed, Macao has relied on its rapid economic development, mainly
through casino capitalism, as a means to buttress and strengthen its regime's
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performance legitimacy (Lo, 2009). On the other hand, casino capitalism also
delegitimizes the Macao government by widening the income gap between the
rich and the poor, exacerbating the dominance of the capitalist class over the
working class both inside and outside the casino industry, and bringing about
social ills such as addictive gambling and cross-border crime (Leung and Lo,
2010). If casino capitalism has brought about contradictory or dialectical
tendencies in Macao's regime legitimacy, its administration has been forced to
distribute more subsidies to individual citizens so as to tackle the detrimental
impacts of casino-driven economic growth. Hence, Macao under the context of
casino capitalism is by no means secure in its performance legitimacy. Arguably,
consultative governance has to be inclusive as most citizens and groups as
possible so that a corporatist and co-optive regime can win the hearts and the
minds of most Macao people. Still, consultative governance in Macao has its
exclusive and selective nature; individual citizens and groups critical of the
MSAR government are quite often marginalized politically and sidelined in the
quest for public opinion. This problem of selective consultation widens the
communication gap between the haves and the have-nots and between the
capitalist class and the working-class poor. From a Marxist perspective, so long
as the capitalist class, including both the casino capitalist elite and the ruling
stratum, maintains political power in Macao, the legitimacy problem of the
MSAR persists. Even if the crisis of legitimacy is by no means apparent, it
surfaced whenever a governing crisis broke out, such as the revelation of the Ao
Man-long scandal in late 2006 and early 2007. The confrontation between police
and the protestors on May 1, 2007 was a testimony to the latent legitimacy crisis
or the persistent legitimacy problem in the MSAR.
Macao's consultative governance has recently been marred by the failure of
the MSAR government in setting policy agendas skilfully so as to avoid
unnecessary public controversy and citizen distrust of the regime. A case in
point was the sudden introduction of the issue of the rights of civil servants to
enjoy having legal aid. The governmental argument was that civil servants
should enjoy having the right of legal aid so as to protect their interest. However,
critics argued that civil servants should not have the privilege of being protected
by the government, that they would be unnecessarily powerful, and that their
right of enjoying access to legal aid would deter citizens from seeking redress of
public grievances. Both sides of the arguments appeared to be valid.
Nevertheless, the crux of the problem was that the Macao government put
forward the issue of legal aid for civil servants at an inappropriate time when
citizens saw the bureaucracy as relatively privileged and unresponsive to their
demands. If the bureaucracy remains, as with the Edmund Ho administration,
the target of persistent public sector reform rather than distracting public
attention to the right of having legal aid on the part of civil servants, the Macao
government's image could have avoided being tarnished and many citizens
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would not have seen it as giving undue priority to the protection of the interest
and welfare of civil servants. In short, the controversy over the legal aid for civil
servants proved that the MSAR government sometimes failed to shape its policy
agenda skilfully and sensitive so as to avoid having its own image tarnished.
Consultative governance has arguably been undermined by inappropriate policy
agenda setting in the MSAR.

Democracy Deficit and Consultative Governance: The Need for
Electoral and Public Sector Reforms
As a matter of fact, the MSAR administration has since December 1999
lacked any concrete ideas on how to combine democratizing reforms with
consultative governance. Arguably, democratization of Macao's political
institutions can consolidate consultative governance and strengthen regime
legitimacy in the long run. Moreover, through democratization, the elite-mass
gap as often seen in the confrontation between police and working-class activists
can be perhaps minimized.
Democratization of Macao's political institutions can be considered in a
number of ways. First and foremost, at the Legislative Assembly level, electoral
reforms should ideally be implemented on two major areas: (1) a possible
expansion of the overall number of legislators so that the elected representatives
will better reflect the population's views; and (2) a need to amend how some
indirectly elected legislators will be selected through the revamp of the franchise
and the reform of occupational groups (business, sports, charity and religious as
well as labour) that have returned the people's representatives to the Legislative
Assembly. With an expanding population in Macao, it is imperative for the
administration to reform the composition and election method of the Legislative
Assembly. However, so far no government document has been published on how
to move the legislative reforms forward.
Second, at the grassroots level, the district-level consultative committees
under the jurisdiction of the Public Affairs and Administration Department
should witness some directly elected members parallel to the good old days
during which the two Municipal Councils had the participation of many directly
elected representatives. What the district-level committees are operating is
actually similar to the functions of the two now-defunct Municipal Councils.
But at the present, the Macao government shies away from proposing any
scheme that would inject any elected elements to the district-level committees,
and which would narrow the gap between the elites and the masses. One
favoured justification for inaction in democratic reform at the grassroots level is
that the people of Macao should study and understand the mini-constitution of
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Macao, namely the Basic Law. This again bureaucratic excuse has failed to
understand the necessity of reforming Macao's political institutions in an era
during which more Macao citizens, especially intellectuals and young people,
are more politically demanding than ever before. The emergence of civil society
groups that have become increasingly concerned about Macao's social and
political affairs since the last several years is a testimony to an embryonic civil
society. Comparatively speaking, the civil society in Macao remains less
developed and assertive than the Hong Kong counterpart. But it can be
anticipated with the increase in the educational level of Macao citizens, with the
maturity of more civil society groups, the MSAR government will increasingly
encounter a more assertive and vociferous civil society than ever before. In the
event that the MSAR government remains stagnant in its ideas of political
reforms both at the legislative and grassroots level, its legitimacy would perhaps
be challenged in a more serious way in the near future.
Thirdly, the Public Affairs and Administration Department must arguably
shoulder the responsibility of organizing the election of housing committees in
all sorts of public and private housing units in Macao in a more aggressive and
assertive manner. Recently, some housing residents have complained about the
lack of housing self-management and organization. This could perhaps be
attributable to the persistence of social and political apathy on the part of many
housing residents, but it was also ascribable to the absence of sufficient
governmental efforts at mobilizing housing residents to organize themselves and
to manage their own affairs in a more assertive way. Compared to the
management of private and public housing in the HKSAR, the MSAR remains
to be improved further. These housing committees, if established
comprehensively in Macao, can be ideally integrated into a newly elected
district-based committee system in which some members can be elected from
various housing committees, both public and private ones. Unfortunately, so far,
there is no government document which proposed how to integrate the reform of
housing committees, both private and public, into the reform of the districtbased consultative committees.
Fourth, another area of democracy deficit in Macao is that, from the court
hearings of the Ao Man-long scandal in which the former Secretary for Lands
and Transport was found guilty of taking bribes, the discretion of Ao, as a
politically appointed official, in granting land and construction projects to the
private sector was not curbed. In Macao, politically appointed officials can issue
directives so that their subordinates, including senior civil servants, follow.
There is currently no rigorous review of, for example, how many directives are
issued by each of the politically appointed officials in the MSAR since
December 20, 1999. Arguably, an in-depth study and calculation of the number
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of directives issued by these politically appointed officials, and of the degree of
obedience by their subordinates, is necessary so as to determine and perhaps
plug a potentially huge loophole in the absence of accountability in the MSAR
administration. If politically appointed officials can issue directives, as with the
case of Ao, arbitrarily while senior civil servants, as a few in the case of Ao
showed in the court hearings, followed the directives uncritically and obediently,
the accountability of the MSAR administration is arguably at stake. If
democratization entails a curtailment in the exercise of discretionary powers by
the politically appointed officials, a study and review of the past and current
practices are imperative.
Fifth, the Macao administration may need to consider integrating the
existence of the current think tanks, including the newly created policy research
committee under the Chief Executive Office, into the rubric of democratization.
This does not mean that the policy research committee members will have to be
elected by citizens; instead, their dialogue and communication with the social
groups and citizens should be more transparent, more open, more intensive and
more accessible than ever before. As with the Hong Kong Central Policy Unit,
the Macao policy research committee under the Chief Executive Office should
ideally hold conferences in which research papers should be made available to
the public through its website, thus enhancing the degree of E-Government in
the MSAR. Furthermore, members of the policy research committee should
ideally visit the district-based committees to tap the views of the social activists,
community leaders and ordinary citizens on various policy issues shaping the
livelihood of the Macao people.
Sixth, the current town hall meetings held by the Public Affairs and
Administration Department should ideally be reformed so that citizen
participation will come extensively from various housing committees and social
groups. Although the Department has been holding consultative sessions in
public meeting halls, the mode and extent of participation can be improved by,
for example, requiring departmental officials to listen and respond to the views
of citizens, and mobilizing housing committees concerned to take part in public
meetings extensively and actively.
Seventh, to improve the quality of consultative governance, each
government department should ideally be required to issue an annual report
informing of the citizens and groups how it implements the policy of
consultative governance or "sunshine" administration. The annual reports should
be made accessible to the public through the departmental websites. This way,
consultative governance or "sunshine policy" will be implemented substantially
instead of having some bureaucrats to pay lip service and display formalism
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toward governmental consultation. Citizens can be invited to form focus groups
that can interact more frequently with various government departments so that
the latter can gather public feedbacks to improve the delivery of public services
at the grassroots level. A more outreaching and proactive approach should
arguably be adopted by government departments.
Eighth, while Macao has a powerful internal checks and balance mechanism
through which the Audit Commissioner and the Commission Against Corruption
are playing a critical role in ensuring the persistence of good and clean
government in the MSAR, both bodies can also ideally build into various criteria
of consultative governance into their assessment of various government
departments. If government departments are required by the administration to
issue annual reports that include their responses to any criticisms and concerns
raised by the Audit Commissioner and the Commission Against Corruption,
Macao's consultative governance would bring about enhanced accountability
and improved transparency.
Ninth, the performance appraisal of all civil servants should ideally build in
the element of "sunshine administration" so that they will have stronger
incentives to not only consult public opinions but also respond to them. In the
annual performance appraisal of civil servants, especially for those who need to
interact with citizens and groups frequently, the degree to which they consult
public opinions and the extent of governmental responsiveness should be
embraced. This does not mean that all civil servants have to respond favourably
to all public demandsan impossible task as the bureaucratic elites have to judge
whether some demands are feasible or not. However, the performance appraisal
system of senior, middle-ranking and grassroots-level civil servants must
embrace the twin pillars of consulting with and respond to public opinions so
that consultative governance will be legally enshrined and entrenched.
Tenth, in terms of the public access to government documents, each
department should review how to ensure that its documents that are not of
confidential nature will be accessible to the public for understanding and
research in a more active and open manner. At present, there seems to be no
discussion on how all government departments can make their non-confidential
materials accessible to the public through the Macao archive in a far more
transparent way so that the mass media, academia and ordinary people will have
their right of access to government information. If sunshine administration
entails the public access to government information and documents, it is high
time for the Macao government, its archival officials and the public to reform
this important aspect so that consultative governance will be fully backed up by
empirical evidence and documentary accessibility.
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Eleventh, public sector reform should be implemented along the line of
encouraging all civil servants to undergo on-the-job training. Many civil
servants lack a strong sense of crisis consciousness, as could be seen in the May
1, 2007 confrontation between police and protestors. The author was invited to
brainstorm a group of senior civil servants, including law-enforcement officials,
on crisis management in early 2007, but none of them appeared to have any
crisis consciousness. This was unsatisfactory and the Macao government should
require all civil servants in all government departments to enrol in training
programs, ranging from crisis management to public administration theory as
well as practices. To achieve this objective, the Macao government should also
link the merit-based performance review of civil servants with the extent to
which they are willing to undergo further advanced education and training,
either in the form of taking on-the-job training programs or enrolling in Master
programs in public administration and politics.
Twelfth, the Macao government should work with the local universities to
narrow the dichotomy between public administration study and the training of
civil servants. At present, there has been a clear dichotomy between public
administration study and civil servants, who lack training in public
administrative theory and see practical experience as of paramount importance.
On the other hand, most Macao academics teaching public administration
courses appear to lack sufficient civil service experiences. As such, the
dichotomy between the civil servants and academics who teach public
administration is clear but detrimental to the further advancement of the public
administration knowledge of bureaucrats. To narrow the dichotomy, the Macao
government should discuss with various local universities, including University
of Macao, Macao Polytechnic, Macao University of Science and Technology,
and St. Joseph University on how their Master and Bachelor programs in public
administration can be better connected with the knowledge and skills demands
of the existing civil servants. Otherwise, the disconnection between academics
teaching public administration and the Macao civil servants will remain wide
and harmful to the development of public administration.
To enhance knowledge transfer from civil servants to academics, and from
academics to civil servants, senior bureaucrats should be invited by local
universities to teach public administration, while more academics should be
strongly encouraged to work with government departments to produce reform
documents, generate new ideas of governance, and propose solutions to tackle
any sudden crises. Government departments should prepare a list of training
courses that they wish from local universities, which in turn should adopt a more
proactive approach in providing courses and programs geared at the needs of the
Macao civil servants. The lack of holistic planning in the training of civil
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servants in Macao should be urgently addressed.
Thirteen, more incentives should be given to departments and civil servants
for better performance and in-depth training respectively. Departments should
be encouraged to be given marks or grades by the mass media and the public on
their degrees of responsiveness and effectiveness in the delivery of services.
Individual civil servants should also be given more stimuli in terms of better
promotion prospects and better performance appraisal if they undergo further
studies. All these incentives should ideally be provided for all civil servants so
that all of them will see studies as meaningful, useful and practical in their
career advancement. As a result, the entire bureaucracy`s capability and
competence will hopefully be enhanced, not only in the aspect of dealing with
crises but also in terms of educating its own staff members on various issues,
policies and necessary responses. If the overall quality of the bureaucracy can be
enhanced, the Macao government will be able to tackle any legitimacy problem
easily, because ultimately public sector performance will win the hearts and
minds of the populace.
Fourteenth, to improve the image and consolidate the legitimacy of the
Macao government, the civil service bureau should ideally minimize the
relatively frequent changing of civil service positions and careers system, which
for example was implemented and whose document was published for public
consultation in September-November 2006 (Macao Daily News, September 23,
2011). Any frequent revision of the civil service positions and careers system
will likely create an image of the government protective of the interests of civil
servants at the expense of the interests of the poor and the needy, particularly if
civil service salaries are relatively high in the minds of some ordinary people at
the grassroots level. This does not mean that changing, updating and revising the
civil service positions, careers as well as benefits are unimportant, but these
attempts should be minimized as far as possible to create an image of a
government being overprotective of the civil servants
an unintended
consequence of such civil service reforms.
Fifteenth, public sector reforms in Macao often entail legal revisions
through the adaptation of the existing laws and regulations to the changing
circumstances. Although these moves appear to be necessary, the revisions
should be made understandable and sensible to the members of the public,
because most citizens appear to be ignorant of the legal issues and technical
changes in the existing laws and regulations. At present, many legal revisions of
laws and regulations are publicized in the mass media in a relatively complex
manner, thus creating another unintended consequence that many citizens feel
that their distance with the government is relatively huge. To narrow the
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communication gap between the ordinary citizens and the Macao government,
any announcement of changes in the existing laws and regulations should be
made simple by the departments concerned, thus narrowing the communication
gap between the citizens and the rulers considerably.
In early January 2012, the Standing Committee of the National People's
Congress (NPC) of the PRC triggered a process through which the Basic Law
stipulations on Macao's electoral reforms at both the Chief Executive and
Legislative Council levels will be made possible. As such, the political door for
electoral reforms in Macao is now opened. The challenge for the Macao
government is to come up with imaginative and yet feasible electoral reforms so
that governmental accountability will be enhanced, and bureaucratic
responsiveness and performance will be improved directly or indirectly through
political reforms.
However, the Macao government appears to adopt a conservative approach
in dealing with political reform. In its website consulting public opinion, the
Macao government lists alternatives which suggest a slight increase in the
number of elected seats in the Legislative Assembly, combined with a small
increase in the number of the members of the Election Committee that will
select the Chief Executive. Clearly, the Macao administration adopts a
piecemeal approach in tackling political reforms. The crux of the problem is that
piecemeal political reform will not satisfy the increasingly politically
dissatisfied and yet active citizenry, particularly the working class which has
seen the development of casino capitalism as a zero-sum game beneficial to the
rich capitalist class at the expense of the poor and the needy. As such, the degree
in which the Macao government continues to be responsive to the demands of
the citizens will remain a crucial indicator shaping the legitimacy and authority
of the Chief Executive. The legitimacy deficit of the Macao government will
persist as long as it adopts an incremental and a piecemeal approach in coping
with political reform without sufficient ideas on how to enhance governmental
responsiveness and the political representativeness of the Legislative Assembly
in a more drastic manner.

Conclusion
In order to consolidate regime legitimacy, in both performance and
procedural terms, the Macao administration can arguably improve its stress on
consultative governance through democratization and also public sector reforms.
Democratization of Macao embraces not only institutional dimensions but also
consultative, bureaucratic and policy aspects. Institutionally speaking, the
composition and the selection method of the Legislative Assembly should be
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ideally revamped and reviewed. Furthermore, the existing and relatively new
district-based consultative committees should be expanded and injected with
elected elements so as to widen public participation into various policy-making
processes. Consultatively, citizen mobilization should ideally be launched so as
to involve more citizens from various housing committees and social groups in
the public consultative sessions and town hall meetings. Bureaucratically
speaking, the directives issues by politically appointed officials should be
checked, curbed and reviewed, whereas civil servants' performance appraisal
system should also be revamped to incorporate elements of consultative
governance and governmental responsiveness. In terms of policy-making
processes, government departments should be required to issue annual reports
and publish their responses in their websites after public opinions are solicited,
thus entrenching and developing an administrative culture of consultation and
responsiveness, as well as establishing the foundation of E-government. Think
tanks should be required to hold conferences and forums in which research
papers and discussions should be made available to the public through their
websites and other governmental channels. A more transparent and a new
archival policy reviewing the accessibility of government documents should be
conducted in each government department so that the spirit of the "sunshine
administration" would be really implemented. The last two measures of public
sector reforms include the need to narrow the gap between public administration
knowledge and civil servants, and also the gap between civil servants and
academics who teach public administration. Moreover, incentives should be
provided and enhanced so that civil servants are going to see life-long learning
as necessary, practical and indispensable. As such, a competent bureaucracy
dealing with various issues and even demand overload will be hopefully
nurtured. Also, revisions of the existing civil service positions and career system
should be minimized to avoid creating an image of a government being
overprotective of the civil servants at the expense of the interests of the poor and
the needy. Last but not the least, legal revisions of the existing laws and
regulations should be made simple and understandable to the members of the
public whenever government departments and officials publicize all these
changes to the citizens through the mass media. This way, the communication
gap between the rulers and the ruled will be narrowed considerably.
Given the fact that the civil society in Macao has been growing, that the
middle class is increasing, and that a rise in the educational level are going to
enhance new demands and expectations on the government of the MSAR, it is
imperative for the post-colonial regime to democratize its governance
consultatively, bureaucratically, in policy aspects and also to deepen the content
of public sector reforms, as argued in this paper. Otherwise, the persistent
stagnation in political reform, continuity in bureaucratic inertia and inadequacy
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of public access to government documents will sooner or later plunge the latent
legitimacy problem of the MSAR government into a crisis. To pre-empt such a
crisis from sudden eruption, the MSAR administration should accelerate the
democratization of political institutions and the transformation of bureaucratic
culture from relative closeness to openness, and from a static body to a
dynamically learning institution. If so, Macao would be able to maintain its
relatively high degree of social and political stability while developing
democratization gradually in accordance with its slowly changing political
culture and sustained social and educational development. The interpretation of
the Macao Basic Law by the NPC Standing Committee in early January 2012
has opened the door for the possibility of a bolder process of political reform in
Macao, where the Chief Executive election and Legislative Council election will
perhaps be reformed in such a way as to inject stronger elements of
accountability and responsiveness. On the other hand, public sector reforms can
be utilized persistently to buttress the political and performance legitimacy of
the government. The existence of constant complaints about the lack of
governmental consultation and transparency in the MSAR is perhaps a
testimony that consultative governance has achieved limited successes in coopting the elites and winning the hearts and minds of the masses. It is imperative
for the MSAR government to be more proactive and much bolder in its ruling
philosophy, incorporating more ingredients of democratization into the existing
institutions, bureaucracy, policy-making processes and public sector reforms so
that the challenges to Macao's legitimacy would be pre-empted and tackled. If a
piecemeal and an incremental approach were adopted by the Macao government
to deal with political reforms, the legitimacy deficit will persist. Public sector
reforms alone will continue to be unable to address the democracy deficit of
Macao, where the political institutions such as the composition of the
Legislative Assembly and the method of selecting the Chief Executive must be
revamped and democratized in a more drastic manner so as to avert a crisis of
regime legitimacy, especially during any sudden economic downturn when the
members of the public will vent their anger at the relatively undemocratic and
insufficiently responsive political system. In a nutshell, electoral reform at the
legislative and Chief Executive levels will have to be designed and implemented
in a more drastic and democratic way so as to reflect the aspirations of the
masses. If not, the elite-mass gap in Macao will persist and any economic crisis
compounded by the assertive citizenry will likely plunge the Macao
administration into another crisis of legitimacy sooner or later.
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Abstract
Singapore and Hong Kong SAR are perceived to be the two least
corrupt Asian countries and their success in curbing corruption is
attributed respectively to the effectiveness of the Corrupt Practices
Investigation Bureau (CPIB) and the Independent Commission Against
Corruption (ICAC) in minimising corruption in both countries. In recent
years, the CPIB and the ICAC have reported that most of the corruption
cases are from the private sector instead of the public sector, thus
reversing the earlier trend of public sector corruption cases dominating
the attention of both agencies. This article identifies the lessons which
the private sector in Asian countries can learn from the experiences of
the CPIB and ICAC in curbing public sector corruption. The first lesson
is the critical importance of the political will of the governments in both
countries in curbing corruption. This means that the "tone at the top" in
the private sector organizations in the Asian countries must
unequivocally demonstrate their commitment to minimising corruption
among their employees by (1) devoting adequate personnel and budgets
to combating corruption; and (2) enforcing impartially the anticorruption measures by punishing those employees found guilty of
corruption, regardless of their position or background. The second lesson
is to minimise the opportunities for corruption in private sector
organizations by reducing red tape and enhancing transparency by
relying on e-government.

Introduction: Patterns of Corruption Control
Corruption is a serious problem in many Asian countries according to these
three indicators: (1) Transparency International's Corruption Perceptions Index
(CPI) from 1995-2011; (2) Political and Economic Risk Consultancy's (PERC's)
annual surveys from 1995-2011; and (3) World Bank's control of corruption
* This is the revised version of the paper presented at the Australian Public Sector Anti-Corruption Conference 2011
in Fremantle, Western Australia on November 15-17, 2011.
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governance indicator from 1996-2010. However, unlike other Asian countries,
Singapore and Hong Kong SAR are perceived to be the two least corrupt
countries in Asia according to these three indicators, as shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Performance of Singapore and Hong Kong on Three Corruption Indicators
Country

Control of
Corruption 2010
(percentile rank)

Corruption
Perceptions Index
Rank & Score 2011*

Political and
Economic Risk
Consultancy Survey
Rank & Score 2011**

Singapore

98.6

5th (9.2)

1st (0.37)

Hong Kong SAR

94.7

12th (8.4)

2nd (1.10)

* The CPI score ranges from 0 (Highly Corrupt) to 10 (Very Clean).
** The PERC score ranges from 0 (Least Corrupt) to 10 (Most Corrupt).
Sources: http://info.worldbank.org/governance/wgi/mc_chart.asp; BusinessWorld (2011); and
http://cpi.transparency.org/cpi2011/results/.

Three patterns of corruption control have been adopted in Asian countries
depending on the anti-corruption measures employed. Table 2 classifies 23 Asian
countries according to these three patterns of corruption control. The first pattern
relies on anti-corruption laws, but there is no anti-corruption agency (ACA) to
implement these laws. Japan is the best example of the first pattern of corruption
control because it does not have an ACA and relies instead on the Public
Prosecutor's Office to investigate corruption cases. The second pattern of
corruption control involves the combination of anti-corruption laws and multiple
ACAs. This strategy is employed in Cambodia, China, India, Laos, Philippines,
Taiwan and Vietnam (Quah, 2011, pp. 25-27).
The third pattern of corruption control involves the impartial implementation
of comprehensive anti-corruption laws by a single ACA. This pattern was
initiated by Singapore in October 1952 with the establishment of the Corrupt
Practices Investigation Bureau (CPIB). Malaysia followed Singapore's example
with the formation of the Anti-Corruption Agency in October 1967. Hong Kong
formed the Independent Commission Against Corruption (ICAC) in February
1974, followed by the creation of the Anti-Corruption Bureau in Brunei
Darussalam in February 1982, the Commission for the Investigation of Abuse of
Authority in Nepal in 1990, and the Commission to Investigate Allegations of
Bribery or Corruption in Sri Lanka in November 1994. Three ACAs were created
in 1999: Pakistan's National Accountability Bureau and Thailand's National
Counter Corruption Commission in November; and Macao's Commission Against
Corruption in December. South Korea established the Korea Independent
Commission Against Corruption in January 2002, Indonesia created the Komisi
Pemberantasan Korupsi (KPK) or Corruption Eradication Commission in
December 2003, and Bangladesh formed the Anti-Corruption Commission in
May 2004. The Anti-Corruption Commission in Bhutan was formed in January
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2006, and Mongolia established the Independent Authority Against Corruption
(IAAC) in December 2006 (Quah, 2009a, p. 175). Finally, Timor-Leste's
Parliament approved the establishment of the Commissao Anti-Corrupcao or
Commission Against Corruption in July 2009 (Management Systems
International, 2009, p. 8).
Table 2: Patterns of Corruption Control in Asian Countries
Pattern

Countries

1. Anti-corruption laws without an independent

Japan

anticorruption agency
2. Anti-corruption laws with multiple

Cambodia, China, India, Laos,

anti-corruption agencies

Philippines, Taiwan and Vietnam

3. Anti-corruption laws with an independent

Singapore, Malaysia, Hong Kong SAR,
Brunei Darussalam, Nepal, Sri Lanka, Pakistan,
Thailand, Macao SAR, South Korea, Indonesia,
Bangladesh, Bhutan, Mongolia and Timor-Leste

anti-corruption agency

Sources: Quah, (2011, pp. 25-27; 2009a, p. 175).

Of the three patterns of corruption control, pattern 3 is more effective than
patterns 1 and 2 if these two preconditions exist: political will and a favourable
policy context. This explains why Singapore and Hong Kong SAR are the only
two countries among the 15 countries adopting pattern 3 which are effective in
curbing corruption. The other 13 countries are ineffective in curbing corruption
because of the lack of political will and their unfavourable policy contexts.
The aim of this article is to identify the two lessons which the private sector
in Asian countries can learn from the CPIB's and ICAC's success in minimising
corruption in Singapore and Hong Kong SAR, respectively. However, before
proceeding further, it is necessary to explain why Singapore and Hong Kong
SAR have succeeded in curbing corruption.

Singapore's Effective Anti-Corruption Strategy
Corruption was a way of life in Singapore during the British colonial period
because of the British colonial government's lack of political will and the
ineffective anti-corruption measures adopted. Corruption was rampant among
the police during the colonial period because of the low salaries of civil servants,
the ample opportunities for corruption, and the ineffective Anti-Corruption
Branch (ACB). Police corruption was prevalent even though corruption was
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made illegal with the enactment of the Penal Code of the Straits Settlements of
Malacca, Penang and Singapore in 1871. The 1879 and 1886 Commissions of
Inquiry confirmed the existence of extensive police corruption in Penang and
Singapore but the British colonial government ignored their findings and did not
introduce any anti-corruption law until December 1937, when the Prevention of
Corruption Ordinance (POCO) was enacted (Quah, 2007a, pp. 9-14).
The junior police officers were poorly paid and made ends meet by
moonlighting and/or accepting bribes from illegal gambling house owners.
Bribery was the most common form of police corruption, followed by direct
criminal activities, opportunistic theft, corruption of authority, and protection of
illegal activities (Quah, 1979, pp. 18-23). However, corruption in Singapore
during the colonial period was not confined to the police as government
agencies such as the customs, immigration, and internal revenue departments
also provided more opportunities for corruption than those public agencies with
limited contact with the public, and did not issue licenses or permits, or collect
fees or taxes. Yoong Siew Wah (1972, p. 56), a former CPIB Director, indicated
that "the areas in which corruption was widespread were in almost all the
licensing activity, food and price control action, the protection rackets connected
with the smuggling of gold bars and opium, and gambling."
The problem of corruption deteriorated during the Japanese Occupation
(February 1942 to August 1945) for two reasons. First, the high inflation rate
made it difficult for the civil servants to live on their low wages. Second, the
scarcity of food and other basic commodities forced many people to trade in the
black market. Indeed, the Japanese Occupation exacerbated the problem of
corruption as "bribery, blackmail, and extortion grew out of the violence and
fear" that the Japanese used to rule Singapore (Lee, 2005, p. 205). Conditions
did not improve during the post-war period and corruption was widespread
among civil servants because their low salaries, high inflation, and inadequate
supervision by their superiors provided them with ample opportunities for
corruption with a low probability of being caught (Quah, 1982, pp. 161-162).
Consequently, corruption was a way of life for many Singaporeans and, the
British Military Administration, which took over after the Japanese surrender in
August 1945, was referred to derisively as the "Black Market Administration"
because of its arbitrary requisition of private property, gross mismanagement of
the distribution of rice, financial inefficiency, and "scandalous
corruption"(Turnbull, 1977, p. 225).
The British colonial government failed to curb corruption because of the
ineffectiveness of the two anti-corruption measures such as the POCO and the
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ACB. The POCO was ineffective because it limited the powers of arrest, search
and investigation of police officers as warrants were required before arrests
could be made; and the penalty of imprisonment for two years and/or a fine of
S$10,000 for those found guilty of corruption did not deter corrupt behaviour.
Similarly, the ACB was ineffective because of the prevalence of police
corruption. As the ACB was part of the Criminal Investigation Department (CID)
of the Singapore Police Force (SPF), it was not surprising that the ACB was
ineffective in curbing corruption, especially among policemen. To make matters
worse, the ACB was inadequately staffed with four senior officers and 13 junior
officers. As the CID's top priority was to solve serious crimes like murder and
kidnapping, combating corruption was given lower priority because the ACB
had to compete with other branches in the CID for limited manpower and other
resources. Within the ACB itself, corruption control was only one of its 16
duties (Quah, 1978, pp. 9-10, 14-15). Faced with these constraints, it was not
surprising that the ACB failed to curb the problem of corruption effectively.
The British colonial government only realised the folly of making the ACB
responsible for curbing corruption when it discovered that three police
detectives and some senior police officers were involved in the robbery of 1,800
pounds of opium worth S$400,000 (US$133,333) in October 1951 (Tan, 1999, p.
59). This Opium Hijacking scandal exposed the ACB's weaknesses and its
inability to curb police corruption. Consequently, the British colonial
government established the CPIB as an independent agency in October 1952 to
replace the ineffective ACB.
During their campaign for the May 1959 general election, the People's
Action Party (PAP) leaders demonstrated their commitment to curbing
corruption by exposing the acceptance of S$700,000 by the Minister for
Education, Chew Swee Kee, from some American donors (Quah, 2010, p. 218).
The PAP's exposure of the Chew Swee Kee scandal enabled it to win the May
30, 1959 general election by capturing 43 of the 51 seats and 53.4 per cent of the
votes cast. Former Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew explained in his memoirs why
he and his colleagues were determined to keep Singapore free from corruption
after assuming office in June 1959:
We were sickened by the greed, corruption and decadence of many
Asian leaders. ... We had a deep sense of mission to establish a clean
and effective government. When we took the oath of office... in June
1959, we all wore white shirts and white slacks to symbolize purity and
honesty in our personal behaviour and our public life. ... We made sure
from the day we took office in June 1959 that every dollar in revenue
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would be properly accounted for and would reach the beneficiaries at
the grass roots as one dollar, without being siphoned off along the way.
So from the very beginning we gave special attention to the areas where
discretionary powers had been exploited for personal gain and
sharpened the instruments that could prevent, detect or deter such
practices (Lee, 2000, pp. 182-184).
Corruption was a way of life in Singapore in June 1959 when the PAP
government assumed office. Learning from the mistakes made by the British
colonial government in curbing corruption, the PAP government demonstrated
its commitment by enacting the Prevention of Corruption Act (POCA) on June
17, 1960 to replace the ineffective POCO and to strengthen the CPIB by
providing it with more legal powers, personnel and funding. The PAP
government's determination to curb corruption was manifested by Ong Pang
Boon, the Minister for Home Affairs, when he moved for the second reading of
the Prevention and Corruption Bill in the Legislative Assembly on February 13,
1960:
The Prevention of Corruption Bill is in keeping with the new
Government's determination to stamp out bribery and corruption in the
country, especially in the public services. ... Therefore, this Government
is determined to take all possible steps to see that all necessary
legislative and administrative measures are taken to reduce the
opportunities of corruption, to make its detection easier and to deter and
punish severely those who are susceptible to it and who engage in it
shamelessly (Quah, 1978, p. 10).
The POCA has three important features to rectify the POCO's weaknesses
and to enhance the CPIB's legal powers and increase its personnel. First, the
penalty for corruption has been increased to imprisonment for five years and/or
a fine of S$10,000 to enhance the POCA's deterrent effect. Second, according to
section 13, a person found guilty of accepting an illegal gratification has to pay
the amount he had taken as a bribe in addition to any other punishment imposed
by a court. The third and most important feature of the POCA is that it has given
the CPIB more powers and a new lease of life. For example, section 15 gives
CPIB officers powers of arrest and search of arrested persons. Furthermore, the
CPIB's director and his senior officers are empowered by section 18 to
investigate the bank account, share account or purchase account of any person
suspected of committing a corruption offence. Section 24 is perhaps the most
important asset for the CPIB in its investigation of corruption offences because
"the fact that an accused person is in possession, for which he [or she] cannot
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satisfactorily account, of pecuniary resources or property disproportionate to his
[or her] known sources of income" is evidence that he or she had obtained these
pecuniary resources or property "corruptly as an inducement or reward" (Quah,
2010, pp. 176-177).
To ensure the POCA's continued effectiveness, the PAP government has
introduced whenever necessary, amendments or new legislation to deal with
unanticipated problems or to plug legal loopholes. For example, in 1966, the
POCA was amended so that a person could be found guilty of corruption
without actually receiving the bribe as long as he had shown the intention of
doing so (section 9). The POCA was also amended in 1966 so that, according to
section 37, Singapore citizens working for their government in embassies and
other government agencies abroad would be prosecuted for corrupt offences
committed outside Singapore and would be dealt with as if such offences had
occurred in Singapore. In 1989, the fine for corrupt offences was increased
tenfold from S$10,000 to S$100,000 (US$77,775 based on the exchange rate of
US$1 = S$1.28576 on November 30, 2011). On March 3, 1989, the Corruption
(Confiscation of Benefits) Act 1989 was passed to enable the court to issue a
confiscation order against the estate of a deceased defendant (Quah, 2010, pp.
177-178).
Table 3: Growth of CPIB's Personnel, 1952-2011
Year

Number of Personnel

1952

5

1959

8

1963

33

1965

36

1970

50

1976

61

1980

69

1998

79

2000

84

2005

82

2007

89

2008

86

2009

90

2010

138

2011

138

Sources: Quah (2010, p. 179) and Republic of Singapore (2011, p. 378).
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Unlike the British colonial government, the PAP government has also
demonstrated its political will in curbing corruption not only by enhancing the
CPIB's legal powers but also by providing the CPIB with more personnel and
budget during the past 52 years. Table 3 shows that the CPIB's personnel have
grown by 17 times from eight officers in 1959 to 138 officers in 2011. Similarly,
as indicated in Table 4, the CPIB's budget has increased by 33 times from
S$1,024,370 in 1978 to S$34,073,400 in 2011 (Quah, 2010, p. 180; Republic of
Singapore, 2011, p. 378).
Table 4: CPIB's Budget, 1978-2011
Year

Budget (S$)

1978

1,024,370

1987

4,147,230

1997

10,225,463

2007

14,619,718

2008

15,790,811

2009

16,135,696

2010

21,087,600

2011

34,073,400

Sources: Quah (2010, p. 180) and Republic of Singapore (2011, p. 378).

In contrast to the situation during its first eight years, the CPIB has adopted
a "total approach to enforcement" by dealing with both "big and small cases" of
corruption in both the public and private sectors, "both giver and receiver of
bribes" and "other crimes uncovered in the course of [the] corruption
investigation" (Soh, 2008a, pp. 1-2). In addition to its emphasis on investigation
and enforcement, the CPIB also focuses on corruption prevention by reviewing
the procedures and practices in those government agencies, where corruption
has occurred and makes recommendations to remove the "loopholes and
vulnerabilities." The CPIB employs this review process to "identify potential
problem areas and loopholes" in order to minimise the opportunities for
corruption (Soh, 2008b, p. 8). Finally, the CPIB's extensive outreach programme
is implemented by its Public Education Group, which conducts prevention and
education talks for pre-university students, principals, teachers, newly appointed
civil servants, law enforcement agencies like the police and immigration
department, and the management and staff of major organizations in key
industries (Quah, 2010, p. 181).
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The CPIB's effectiveness in curbing corruption is reflected in Singapore's
consistently high ranking on the three indicators mentioned earlier. Table 5
st
th
shows that Singapore's rank on the CPI ranges from 1 position in 2010 to 9
position in 1997. Its CPI score varies from 8.66 in 1997 to 9.4 in 2003 and 2005.
Singapore has also retained its first position on PERC's surveys from 1995-2011.
Similarly, Singapore's percentile rank on the control of corruption varies from
97.6 in 1996 to 100.0 in 1998.
In sum, Singapore's success can be attributed the PAP government's
commitment and its favourable policy context namely, its small land area of
712.4 sq km, its political stability as the PAP government has been in power for
more than 52 years, its high GDP per capita of S$59,813 (US$43,867), and its
small population of 5,076,700 in 2010 (Department of Statistics, 2011).
Table 5: Singapore's Performance on Three Corruption Indicators, 1995-2011
Year

CPI Rank and Score
(1995-2011)

PERC Rank and Score
(1995-2011)

1995

3 rd (9.26)

1 st (1.20)

NA

1996

7 th (8.80)

1 st (1.09)

97.6

1997
1998

st

th

1 (1.05)

9 (8.66)

st

NA

th

1 (1.43)

100.0

th

NA
99.5

7 (9.1)

1999

7 (9.1)

1 st (1.55)

2000

6 th (9.1)

1 st (0.71)

2001

Control of Corruption
Rank (1996-2010)

st

th

1 (0.83)

4 (9.2)

st

th

NA

2002

5 (9.3)

1 (0.90)

99.5

2003

5 th (9.4)

1 st (0.38)

99.0

2004

5 th (9.3)

1 st (0.50)

99.5

2005

th

st

99.0

st

1 (0.65)

5 (9.4)
th

2006

5 (9.3)

1 (1.30)

98.1

2007

4 th (9.3)

1 st (1.20)

96.1

2008
2009

th

st

99.5

st

1 (1.13)

4 (9.2)
rd

1 (1.07)

99.0

st

98.6
NA

3 (9.2)

2010

1 (9.3)

1 st (1.42)

2011

5 th (9.2)

1 st (0.37)

Sources: BusinessWorld (2011); Quah (2011, p. 225); http://info.worldbank.org/govern
ance/wgi/mc_chart.asp; and http://cpi.transparency.org/cpi2011/results/.
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Hong Kong's Effective Anti-Corruption Strategy
Like Singapore, corruption was also a serious problem in Hong Kong before
the advent of the ICAC in February 1974. According to Leslie Palmier,
corruption was already a way of life in Hong Kong when the British acquired it
in 1841 because:
The Chinese who formed its population had long been accustomed to a
system where most of an official's income depended on what he was
able to extort from the public. Not surprisingly, during the first decades
of the colony's history corruption prospered at all levels of government
(Palmier, 1985, p. 123).
Similarly, Henry J. Lethbridge (1985, pp. 51-52) observed that "syndicated
corruption, the satisfied customer variant, paying for convenience, protection
rackets, extortion, squeeze, kickbacks, and commissions" had existed "in a
primal state" in pre-war Hong Kong. Corruption had "infected" all government
departments that "provided any opportunity for its occurrence" and was viewed
as "an unofficial tax levied on all those who laboured or who lived exiguously
on the fringes of private enterprise factory workers, artisans, craftsmen, shop
assistants and small shopkeepers, clerks and others."
During the 1960s and 1970s, Hong Kong was described by Alan Lai, a
former ICAC Commissioner, as the "dark age" of corruption, which had reached
"epidemic proportions" and affected the entire society from the poor to the
business community. For example, patients had to pay "tea money" (bribe) for a
blanket or glass of drinking water in public hospitals. Driving licenses could be
purchased by bribing the examiner. Taxi drivers avoided persecution for minor
traffic offences by displaying a "procured" label on the windscreens of their
vehicles. Street vendors paid "protection money" to operate without being
licensed. Health inspectors were given "tea money" to avoid reporting
unhygienic kitchens (Lai, 2002, p. 136).
Why was corruption rampant in Hong Kong when the ICAC was formed in
1974? According to Bertrand de Speville, a former ICAC Commissioner, Hong
Kong provided "a fertile soil for corruption to flourish" for four reasons. First,
the rapid growth in population from 600,000 to 4.3 million during 1945-1974
increased the demand on social services, government resources and manpower,
and the conditions of scarcity also enhanced the opportunities and incidence of
corruption. Second, as most of the population came to Hong Kong as
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immigrants from China, where corruption was endemic, they continued their
practice of paying bribes to police officers and civil servants to obtain favours or
other privileges. Third, the government's control and regulation of various
activities and the discretion given to the civil servants in charge provided them
with ample opportunities for corruption. Fourth, the police was ineffective in
curbing corruption as there was widespread police corruption (de Speville, 1997,
pp. 13-14).
However, de Speville's analysis of the causes of corruption in Hong Kong is
incomplete as he has ignored four important factors. The first factor was the
British colonial government's lack of political will in curbing corruption as
reflected in its reliance on the Anti-Corruption Branch (ACB) (from 1948 to
April 1971) and the Anti-Corruption Office (ACO) (from May 1971 to January
1974) to curb corruption even though there was extensive police corruption.
Second, the ACB and ACO were ineffective because of the prevalence of police
corruption, which can be attributed to the low salaries of policemen. Third, red
tape was an important cause of corruption as bribes were paid for convenience
by expediting the processing of documents or applications for permits, relaxing
law enforcement, or leaking confidential information. Finally, the Chinese in
Hong Kong were tolerant of corruption as they continued their practice of
paying bribes or "tea money" and relied on guanxi (connections) to obtain
favours from civil servants or to expedite their applications for licenses or
permits (Quah, 2011, pp. 248-250).
On June 8, 1973, Chief Superintendent, Peter F. Godber, Deputy Police
Commander for Kowloon, fled from Hong Kong for the United Kingdom via
Singapore four days after he was informed by the Acting Attorney General that
he was being investigated for a corruption offence. Godber's escape to the
United Kingdom was widely publicised in the media and resulted in student
protests in Hong Kong. The Blair-Kerr Commission of Inquiry appointed by
Governor Murray MacLehose to investigate Godber's escape to Britain
recommended the establishment of the ICAC that was independent of the Royal
Hong Kong Police Force. Governor MacLehose accepted this recommendation
and the ICAC was formed on February 15, 1974 to curb corruption and restore
public confidence in the government (Quah, 2011, pp. 237-238, 252-253).
The ICAC inherited 181 police officers and 44 civilian employees from the
ACO and recruited 144 new staff members, making a combined total of 369
employees, or 54 percent of its establishment of 682 positions in 1974
(Lethbridge, 1985, p. 107). During its first 36 years, the ICAC has succeeded in
recruiting more staff and has grown by more than three times to its actual
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strength of 1,321 officers or 96 percent of its establishment of 1,377 positions in
December 2010 (ICAC, 2011a, p. 29). The ICAC has adopted the three-pronged
strategy of investigation, prevention and education for combating corruption in
Hong Kong. An analysis of the growth of the ICAC personnel by department
from 1999-2010, as shown in Table 6, indicates that the Operations Department
is the largest, followed by the Community Relations Department, the
Administration Branch, and the Corruption Prevention Department.
Table 6: Growth of ICAC Personnel by Department, 1999-2010
Year

Operations
Department

Community
Relations
Department

Corruption
Prevention
Department

1999

943 (72.6%)

212 (16.3%)

58 (4.5%)

86 (6.6%)

1,299

2000

932 (72.5%)

208 (16.2%)

55 (4.3%)

90 (7.0%)

1,285

2001

943 (73.0%)

202 (15.7%)

57 (4.4%)

90 (7.0%)

1,286

2002

966 (74.0%)

201 (15.3%)

56 (4.2%)

85 (6.5%)

1,308

2003

922 (74.0%)

191 (15.2%)

54 (4.3%)

82 (6.5%)

1,249

2004

922 (76.0%)

168 (13.8%)

50 (4.1%)

73 (6.0%)

1,213

2005

904 (76.0%)

168 (14.0%)

50 (4.0%)

72 (6.0%)

1,194

2006

897 (75.2%)

162 (13.6%)

56 (4.7%)

78 (6.5%)

1,193

2007

856 (71.3%)

169 (14.1%)

55 (4.6%)

120 (10.0%)

1,200

2008

936 (74.0%)

157 (12.4%)

53 (4.2%)

117 (9.3%)

1,263

2009

941 (74.2%)

159 (12.5%)

51 (4.0%)

117 (9.2%)

1,268

2010

970 (73.4%)

179 (13.6%)

52 (3.9%)

120 (9.1%)

1,321

Administration
Branch

Total

Sources: Quah (2011, p. 254) and ICAC (2011a, pp. 74-77).

The ICAC receives its budget from the government and its expenditure is
charged to the general revenue. Table 7 shows that the ICAC's budget has
increased by 15 times from HK$12.9 million in 1974 to HK$193 million in
1987. It was further increased to HK$698.7 million in 2000, and to HK$824.1
million in 2011 (ICAC, 1989, p. 80; 2002, p. 77; and 2011b, p. 83). Thus, the
ICAC's budget has increased by 64 times during 1974-2011. In short, the huge
increase in the ICAC's budget during its first 37 years clearly indicates the
government's political will and support for its activities.
The ICAC is independent in terms of structure, personnel, finance and
power. The ICAC Commissioner is appointed by the chief executive after Hong
Kong's handover in July 1997. Its staff cannot be transferred to other
government departments because they are recruited separately from the civil
service and are outside the purview of the Public Service Commission. More
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importantly, the ICAC's integrity is ensured by its reliance on four independent
advisory committees consisting of citizens from various sectors of the
community to scrutinize the activities of its three departments and the
Administration Branch. There is also an independent ICAC Complaints
Committee, which handles all the non-criminal complaints against ICAC staff
members (ICAC, 2011a, pp. 6, 16, 72-74).
Table 7: ICAC's Budget, 1974-2011
Year

Budget (HK$ Million)

1974

12.9

1987

193.0

2000

698.7

2001

686.7

2002

719.8

2003

703.3

2004

677.6

2005

663.0

2006

668.5

2007

701.2

2008

756.9

2009

808.1

2010

814.2

2011

824.1

Sources: Quah (2011, p. 257), ICAC (2010, p. 81; 2011b, p. 83).

The ICAC's effectiveness in curbing corruption is reflected in Hong Kong's
ranking as the second least corrupt Asian country after Singapore. Table 8
confirms this by showing Hong Kong's performance on the CPI from 1995-2011,
PERC surveys from 1995-2011, and World Bank's control of corruption
indicator from 1996-2010. First, Hong Kong's rank on the CPI has varied from
th
th
12 position in 2008, 2009 and 2011, to 18 position in 1996 and 1997. Its CPI
score has ranged from 7.01 in 1996 to 8.4 in 2010 and 2011. Second, its rank on
the PERC survey fluctuates between second and third positions during 19952011. Third, Hong Kong's percentile rank on the control of corruption ranges
from 84 in 1998 to 94.7 in 2008 and 2010.
Why has the ICAC succeeded in making corruption a fact of life in Hong
Kong? Bertrand de Speville has attributed the ICAC's effectiveness to five
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factors. The first and most important factor is the government's recognition of
the seriousness of the corruption problem and the provision of adequate
personnel and resources to deal with it. Second, to gain public confidence, the
ICAC must be unimpeachable and its staff "must have unblemished integrity"
and be "dedicated and effective graft fighters." Third, the ICAC formulated and
implemented a carefully designed long-term three-pronged strategy, which
focuses on investigation, prevention and education. Fourth, the ICAC succeeded
in gaining public confidence by ensuring that all reports of corruption, no matter
how small, are investigated. Finally, the ICAC succeeded because it ensured
confidentiality to those reporting corruption offences. In short, the ICAC is
effective because of "a combination of factors that collectively produced an
advantageous environment in which to counter corruption" (de Speville, 1999,
pp. 53-56).
Table 8: Hong Kong's Performance on Three Corruption Indicators, 1995-2011
Year

CPI Rank and Score
(1995-2011)

PERC Rank and Score
(1995-2011)

1995

17 th (7.12)

3 rd (2.80)

NA

1996

18 th (7.01)

3 rd (2.79)

87.9

1997

18 th (7.28)

2 nd (3.03)

NA

th

Control of Corruption
Rank (1996-2010)

nd

1998

16 (7.8)

2 (2.74)

1999

15 th (7.7)

2 nd (4.06)

NA

2000

15 th (7.7)

2 nd (2.49)

84.5

2001

14 th (7.9)

3 rd (3.77)

NA

th

rd

84.0

2002

14 (8.2)

3 (3.33)

91.9

2003

14 th (8.0)

2 nd (3.61)

92.2

2004

16 th (8.0)

3 rd (3.60)

92.2

2005

th

15 (8.3)
th

rd

93.2

rd

3 (3.50)

2006

15 (8.3)

3 (3.13)

94.2

2007

14 th (8.3)

2 nd (1.87)

93.7

2008
2009

th

12 (8.1)
th

12 (8.2)
th

nd

94.7

nd

94.3

rd

2 (1.80)
2 (1.89)

2010

13 (8.4)

3 (2.67)

94.7

2011

12 th (8.4)

2 nd (1.10)

NA

Sources: BusinessWorld (2011); Quah (2011, p. 258); http://info.worldbank.org/governa
nce/wgi/mc_chart.asp; and http://cpi.transparency.org/cpi2011/results/.
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Anthony Cheung (2008, p. 106) contends that the ICAC's three-pronged
strategy has contributed to its success in curbing corruption because it has (1)
inculcated fear among corrupt offenders by enforcing the anti-corruption laws
impartially; (2) reduced opportunities for corruption by streamlining procedures
and management processes to prevent corruption; and (3) changed the
population's attitudes toward corruption through community education and
publicity. Similarly, Fanny Law (2008, pp. 98-99), another former ICAC
Commissioner, attributed Hong Kong's "sound integrity system" to these four
strengths: a strong political will to curb corruption; a common integrity
framework for civil servants, politicians, judicial officers, and staff of the
watchdog agencies; a vibrant civil society with independent media and
nongovernment organizations; and an independent ICAC with a comprehensive
anti-corruption programme.
In short, the critical factor for the ICAC's success is the political will of the
incumbent government before and after July 1997 to recognize corruption as a
problem and its commitment to solve it. Apart from political will, the ICAC's
effectiveness has also been made possible by Hong Kong's favourable policy
context namely, its small land area of 1,075 sq km, its political stability as Hong
Kong was a British colony for many years until its handover to China in July
1997, its high GDP per capita of US$30,070 and small population of 7 million in
2009 (Economist, 2011, p. 154).

Lessons for the Private Sector in Asian Countries
The previous two sections have described and accounted for the effective
anti-corruption strategies employed in Singapore and Hong Kong SAR. Why are
their experiences in combating corruption relevant for the private sector in Asian
countries? First, unlike the ACAs in many Asian countries, the CPIB and the
ICAC are responsible for dealing with both public and private sector corruption
(Quah, 2009b, pp. 776-777). Second, as will be shown below, both the CPIB and
the ICAC have reported that most of the corruption cases investigated by them
are from the private sector instead of the public sector in recent years. Thus, the
current challenge for the CPIB and ICAC is to focus their efforts on private
sector corruption in their countries.
Table 9 confirms that 80 per cent of the corruption cases investigated by the
CPIB in 2010 involved employees from the private sector. Among the 20 per
cent of public sector corruption cases, 11 per cent involved government
departments, 7 per cent came from government-linked companies, and statutory
boards made up the remaining 2 per cent. Furthermore, of the 198 persons
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charged in court in Singapore for corruption offences in 2010, 185 (93.4 per cent)
were employees of private sector organizations (CPIB, 2011, p. 7).
Table 9: Corruption Cases Investigated in Singapore in 2010 by Sector
Sector

Percentage of Cases

Private Sector

80%

Government Departments

11%

Government-Linked Companies

7%

Statutory Boards

2%
100%

Total
Source: CPIB (2011, p. 6).

Similarly, Table 10 shows that 63.6 per cent of the corruption cases
investigated by the ICAC in Hong Kong SAR in 2010 involved persons
employed in the private sector. On the other hand, 20.1 per cent of the cases
were from government departments, 9.8 per cent from the Hong Kong Police
Force, and 6.5 per cent from public bodies. Of the 393 persons prosecuted for
corruption in Hong Kong in 2010, 305 (77.6 per cent) were employed in the
private sector (ICAC, 2011a, pp. 35, 86).
Table 10: Corruption Cases Investigated in Hong Kong in 2010 by Sector
Sector

Percentage of Cases

Private Sector

63.6%

Government Departments

20.1%

Hong Kong Police Force

9.8%

Public Bodies

6.5%

Total

100%

Source: ICAC (2011a, pp. 34-35).

The Importance of Political Will
What can the private sector learn from the successful experiences of the
CPIB and ICAC in curbing corruption? My comparative analysis of the
effectiveness of anti-corruption strategies in ten Asian countries shows that (1)
Singapore and Hong Kong SAR are effective in curbing corruption because of
the political will of their governments and their favourable policy contexts; and
(2) Japan, India, the Philippines, Taiwan, Thailand, South Korea, Indonesia and
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Mongolia have failed to curb corruption because of the lack of political will of
their governments and their unfavourable policy contexts (Quah, 2011, pp. 448460). Thus, the difference between success and failure in curbing corruption in
Asian countries is the presence or absence of political will of their governments.
Tables 5 and 8 confirm that Singapore and Hong Kong SAR are the two least
corrupt Asian countries according to the CPI from 1995-2011, the PERC surveys
from 1995-2011, and the control of corruption indicator from 1996-2010.
Why is political will the critical ingredient for ensuring the effectiveness of
the anti-corruption strategies in Singapore and Hong Kong SAR? Political will
is an important precondition for an effective anti-corruption strategy because if a
country's political leaders are not committed to fighting corruption, this lack of
political will is reflected in the absence of comprehensive anti-corruption laws,
and the inadequate budget and personnel allocated to the ACA. Ian Senior has
explained why political will is so important in curbing corruption thus:
The principal people who can change a culture of corruption if they
wish to do so are politicians. This is because they make the laws and
allocate the funds that enable the laws to be enforced. If, however,
politicians at the top of the hierarchy have routinely worked their way
up by accepting bribes to fund their parties and themselves, there is little
prospect that they will wish to cleanse their colleagues or their nation of
corruption. ... The very people who are the greatest beneficiaries of
corruption have the greatest power and use the corrupt nature of
government to maintain that power (Senior, 2006, pp. 184, 187).
Table 11: Per Capita Expenditure of Nine Asian ACAs in 2008
Country

ACA*

Budget (US$)

Hong Kong

ICAC

97.7 million

Per Capita
Expenditure

Rank

7.3 million

US$13.40

1

Population

Singapore

CPIB

11.2 million

4.83 million

US $2.32

2

South Korea

ACRC

61 million

48.4 million

US $1.26

3

Mongolia

IAAC

3.1 million

2.7 million

US $1.15

4

Thailand

NACC

21.3 million

64.3 million

US $0.33

5

Philippines

OMB

19.6 million

89.7 million

US $0.22

6

Taiwan

MJIB

4.02 million

22.9 million

US $0.18

7

Indonesia

KPK

31.8 million

234.3 million

US $0.14

8

India

CBI

52.1 million

1,186.2 million

US $0.04

9

* ACRC refers to Anti-Corruption Civil Rights Commission; NACC refers to National
Anti-Corruption Commission; OMB refers to the Office of the Ombudsman; MJIB
refers to Ministry of Justice Investigation Bureau; and CBI refers to Central Bureau of Investigation.
Source: Quah (2011, p. 455).
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Table 12: Staff-Population Ratios of Nine Asian ACAs in 2008
Staff-Population
Ratio

Country

ACA

Personnel

Hong Kong

ICAC

1,263

7.3 million

1: 5,780

1

Taiwan

MJIB

840

22.9 million

1: 27,262

2

Population

Rank

Mongolia

IAAC

90

2.7 million

1: 30,000

3

Singapore

CPIB

86

4.83 million

1: 56,163

4

Thailand

NACC

740

64.3 million

1: 86,892

5

Philippines

OMB

1,007

89.7 million

1: 89,076

6

466

48.4 million

1: 103,863

7

South Korea

ACRC

India

CBI

4,874

1,186.2 million

1: 243,373

8

Indonesia

KPK

540

234.3 million

1: 433,888

9

Source: Quah (2011, p. 456).

What are the implications of the importance of political will for combating
private sector corruption? The managers of private sector organizations must be
committed themselves to curbing corruption if they expect their subordinates to
avoid corrupt behaviour and other forms of misconduct. According to Nigel Iyer
and Martin Samociuk (2006, p. 27):
The tone at the top must be both genuine and credible. Nobody expects
instant sainthood from management, but they should be seen to be
aspiring to reach the corporate values, which they themselves have
described in the company code of conduct.
Similarly, Sheldon S. Steinberg and David T. Austern's emphasis on the
importance of the personal example of public sector managers also applies to
their counterparts in the private sector. They wrote:
The personal example of the top manager or administratordepartment,
agency, jurisdictionis itself a cultural universal that conveys a very clear
message to all those in the government unit concerned. The message can
reinforce the ethical practice of government or contribute to its erosion
(Steinberg and Austern, 1990, pp. 138-139).
Apart from being committed to curbing corruption in their organizations,
private sector managers must also communicate their commitment to their
subordinates by emulating James S. Bowman's advice:
The head of the department should explain that she or he does not want
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anyone in the organization to engage in unethical practices, and that
training programmes, codes of ethics, and professional dissent will be
developed and supported. ... If top managers do not understand this,
resignations should be requested. Such an initiative, albeit drastic, will
bring about fundamental not cosmetic changes in the way business
is done in the agency (Bowman, 1983, p. 95).
In short, the managers of private sector organizations should demonstrate
their commitment to curbing corruption by committing sufficient resources and
qualified personnel for the development of anti-corruption programmes in their
organizations.
A second manifestation of the "tone at the top" is the impartial enforcement
of the anti-corruption measures adopted by ensuring that guilty employees are
punished accordingly, regardless of their status or position in the organization. If
the "big fish" or senior management are protected from prosecution for
corruption, and only the "small fish" or junior employees are caught and
punished, the anti-corruption programme will lack credibility and be doomed to
failure.
Koh Teck Hin, the CPIB's Deputy Director (Operations), has emphasized
the importance of "tough punishment" in Singapore's strategy for tackling
private sector corruption:
To successfully combat corruption, in addition to adopting strict and
effective enforcement, we need tough punishments meted out on
convicted offenders to serve as a deterrent to the "like-minded".
Punishment can be severe and depends on the impact and severity of the
act (Koh, 2009, p. 174).
Consequently, many private-sector corruption cases have resulted in
comparable jail sentences given to public-sector corruption cases. For example,
the Assistant General Manager of a public listed recycling company was
imprisoned for eight years for paying bribes amounting to S$1.8 million to
employees of many companies (Koh, 2009, p. 174). As assets under
management in Singapore have increased by five times to US$1.2 trillion since
2001, the Attorney General, Sundaresh Menon, has recently promised to impose
tougher penalties for white-collar criminals (Tan, 2011).
The ICAC in Hong Kong SAR has been investigating private sector
corruption cases as vigorously as public sector corruption since the mid-1980s.
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Indeed, the ICAC has been allocating more and more resources to private-sector
corruption with the increased number of cases of private sector corruption from
50 per cent in 1989 to 65 per cent in 2008. In combating private-sector
corruption, the ICAC encountered strong resistance initially from the business
community because of the "misconception that the ICAC was opposed to all
business rebates and commissions." However, the ICAC dispelled this
misconception through its corruption prevention and community education
activities. Consequently, the business community in Hong Kong is now
supportive of the ICAC as reflected in the establishment of the Hong Kong
Ethics Development Centre in 1995 to promote business and professional ethics
as the first line of defence against corruption (Li, 2009, pp. 165-168).

Reducing Red Tape and Enhancing Transparency by Using
E-Government
In his classic book, Red Tape: Its Origins, Uses, and Abuses, Herbert
Kaufman (1977, pp. 5, 51-53) observed that "when people rail against red tape,
they mean that they are subjected to too many constraints, that many of these
constraints seem pointless, and that agencies seem to take forever to act." He
further argued that civil servants are tempted "by opportunities to sell their
official discretion and information" and "by the opportunities to extort
payments" as "permits can be delayed, licenses held up, deliberations protracted,
proceedings prolonged, unless rewards are offered."
Red tape and cumbersome administrative procedures provide civil servants
with the excuse to extort bribes from those members of the public who are
prepared to pay "speed money" to "cut" red tape and reduce delay by expediting
their applications for permits or licenses (Quah, 2009c, pp. 820-821). As
mentioned earlier, the CPIB in Singapore prevents corruption by reviewing the
procedures and practices in those government departments and agencies where
corruption has occurred and makes recommendations to these organizations to
remove the "loopholes and vulnerabilities." This review process enables the
CPIB to minimise corruption in the public sector by eliminating the loopholes
and potential problem areas.
As unnecessary regulations provide opportunities for corruption, the PAP
government has initiated various measures to reduce these opportunities in
Singapore by cutting red tape. The Service Improvement Unit was formed in
April 1991 to improve the quality of service in the Singapore Civil Service (SCS)
and statutory boards by obtaining public feedback on the removal of
unnecessary regulations. From April 1991 to March 1992, the review of over
200 rules by the SCS and statutory boards resulted in the modification or
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abolition of 96 rules (Quah, 1995, pp. 339-340). In May 1995, Public Service
st
for the 21 Century (PS21) was introduced to improve the quality of service and
prepare the SCS to welcome and accept change. As part of PS21, the Cut Waste
Panel was formed in September 2003 "to receive suggestions from the public on
where the government can cut waste, remove frills and make savings in the
delivery of public services"(Quah, 2007b, p. 178).
The PAP government also relies on e-government to enhance transparency
and reduce opportunities for corruption by simplifying the procedures for
obtaining business licenses. In 2004, the On-Line Applications System for
Integrated Services (OASIS) was launched to enable the public to "apply, renew
or terminate 85 different types of licenses" online. Similarly, to reduce the
opportunities for corruption and improve efficiency and transparency in
procurement, the online procurement portal known as GeBiz was introduced to
enable government procurement to be done through the internet (Soh, 2008b, p. 7).
In Hong Kong, Lam Bing Chuen (2004, p. 135) found that the Housing
Authority's project organization had more red tape than private project
organizations because of its emphasis on the control and operating systems. In
1999, the Enhanced Productivity Programme (EPP) was introduced to improve
productivity through savings in such baseline expenditure as personal
emoluments and departmental expenses (Scott, 2005, pp. 95-96). In January
2003, Christopher Cheng (2003), the Chairman of the Hong Kong General
Chamber of Commerce, called for the civil service to change by adopting
practices from the private sector, including the review of all government
services to eliminate those regulations that hindered business. The EPP's first
phase was completed in 2003 and resulted in savings of HK$5.4 billion or 5.2
per cent of baseline expenditure (Scott, 2005, p. 96).
In 1998, the Chief Executive launched the "Digital 21 IT Strategy" to
enhance Hong Kong's information infrastructure and services. In May 2001, the
"2001 Digital 21 Strategy" was introduced to further strengthen Hong Kong's
position as a leader in the digitally connected world. The e-Government
Programme promoted the adoption of e-Commerce in the private sector by
providing e-options for more services, including e-procurement and outsourcing
(Yong and Leong, 2003, pp. 101-103). To reduce red tape, the government
streamlined its own information technology operations by establishing the
Office of the Government Chief Information Officer in July 2004 (Lam, 2006).
Singapore's and Hong Kong's efforts to reduce red tape through the
introduction of e-government have reaped dividends as both countries have been
ranked first and second by the World Bank for the ease of doing business from
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2007-2012. Table 13 shows that Singapore is ranked first and Hong Kong
ranked between second to fifth positions among the 175 to 183 economies and
the 23 Asian economies included in the World Bank's Doing Business Surveys
from 2007 to 2012. The ease of doing business in Singapore and Hong Kong is a
reflection of the effectiveness of their governments, the absence of red tape and
their lower levels of perceived corruption.
Table 13: Ranking of Asian Economies on World Bank's Doing Business Surveys, 2007-2012
Economy

2007 Rank
(N = 175)

2008 Rank
(N = 178)

2009 Rank
(N = 181)

2010 Rank
(N =183)

2011 Rank
(N = 183)

2012 Rank
(N = 183)

Singapore

1st

1st

1 st

1st

1st

1 st

Hong Kong

5th

4th

4th

3rd

2nd

2nd

Japan

11th

12th

12

15th

18th

20 th

Thailand

18th

15th

13 th

12th

19th

17 th

South Korea

23rd

30th

23rd

19th

16th

8th

Malaysia

25th

24th

20 th

23 rd

21st

18 th

Mongolia

45

th

nd

th

th

rd

73

86t

Taiwan

47th

50th

61 st

46th

33rd

25 th

Pakistan

74th

76th

77 th

85th

83rd

105th

Brunei

NA

78th

88th

96 th

112th

83 rd

Bangladesh

88th

107th

110 th

119th

107th

122nd

Sri Lanka

89th

101st

110th

105th

102nd

89th

China

93rd

83rd

83 rd

89th

79th

91st

Nepal

100th

111th

121st

123rd

116th

107th

Vietnam

104th

91st

92nd

93 rd

78th

98 th

Philippines

126th

133rd

140 th

144th

148th

136th

India

134th

120th

122nd

133 rd

134th

132nd

Indonesia

135th

123rd

129 th

122 nd

121st

129th

Bhutan

138th

119th

124th

126 th

142nd

142nd

rd

th

th

th

th

147

138 th

52

145

58

135

60

Cambodia

143

145

Lao PDR

159th

164th

165th

167th

171st

165th

Afghanistan

162nd

159th

162nd

160th

167th

160 th

Sources: World Bank (2006, p. 6; 2007, p. 6; 2008, p. 6; 2009, p. 4; 2010, p. 4; and 2011, p. 6).

Similarly, a 2009 survey of 12 Asian countries conducted by the Hong
Kong-based PERC found that the bureaucracy in Singapore was the most
effective, followed by the bureaucracy in Hong Kong SAR. At the other extreme,
the least effective bureaucracies were those in the Philippines, Indonesia and
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India in descending order. Table 14 confirms that Singapore has the most
effective bureaucracy among 12 Asian countries from 1998 to 2009. In short, the
governments and civil servants in Singapore and Hong Kong are effective and
performed well according to both indicators.
Table 14: PERC's Evaluation of the Effectiveness of Bureaucracy in 12 Asian
Countries, 1998 to 2009
Country

1998

2001

2002

2003

2004

2007

2009

Singapore

2.73

2.80

1.70

0.57

1.63

2.42

2.45

Hong Kong SAR

2.89

4.00

3.26

3.39

3.50

2.60

3.87

Thailand

6.88

7.90

7.56

7.60

7.83

6.15

4.66

South Korea

8.27

5.00

5.50

5.00

6.33

5.61

5.83

Japan

7.13

4.00

4.33

4.25

2.05

5.51

5.92

Malaysia

6.14

6.00

6.86

5.67

7.00

6.50

6.21

Taiwan

6.25

5.71

6.17

5.50

5.50

5.43

6.77

Vietnam

9.25

9.75

7.88

8.25

8.14

7.41

7.60

China

7.63

6.50

7.67

7.67

6.03

6.83

8.17

Philippines

7.00

6.50

8.25

7.33

7.42

7.60

8.33

Indonesia

7.91

9.50

8.33

8.50

7.25

8.65

8.50

India

9.00

6.80

7.83

8.00

8.15

8.47

9.34

N.B.: The score ranges from 0 = most effective to 10 = least effective.
Sources: Hussain (2009, p. C5) and Wong (2004).

Conclusion
What can the private sector in other Asian countries learn from Singapore's
and Hong Kong's successful experiences in combating public sector corruption?
Both Singapore and Hong Kong SAR have succeeded in curbing corruption
because of the political will of their governments and the effective measures
employed to reduce red tape and enhance transparency by relying on egovernment.
As Singapore and Hong Kong SAR are city-states with favourable policy
contexts (small populations, high GDP per capita and politically stable with
effective governments), it might be difficult for the private sector in other Asian
countries with unfavourable policy contexts (larger populations, lower GDP per
capita and politically unstable with ineffective governments), to follow
Singapore's and Hong Kong's examples in curbing corruption. Nevertheless,
their experiences are instructive in two respects. First, to show that the private
sector in Asian countries can succeed in combating corruption if it possesses the
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political will to devote sufficient personnel and budget to enforce the anticorruption measures impartially. Second, the private sector in other Asian
countries can learn from Singapore's and Hong Kong's experiences to minimise
corruption by cutting red tape and using e-government to improve transparency.
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Diminishing Capacity:
Public Management Reform in Developing Countries
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Abstract
One of the main objectives of public management reforms in
developing countries is the enhancement of capacity of the public
service, institutions and governments. Capacity is enhanced through
improvements in organizations, processes and human resources and
they lead to desired outcomes, provided they are suitable to the context
in which reforms are implemented. Most governments introduce reforms
designed with the framework adopted in western liberal industrialized
countries, and often neglect the new context in which it is applied. As a
result, the outcomes of reforms are not effective, and the benefits are
inadequate compared to the investments. This article examines public
management reforms undertaken in developing countries with reference
to enhancement of capacity. The research indicates that the reforms
have resulted in diminishing capacity as the institutions and personnel
are unable to function with new complex structures and shifts in
relationships that also give rise to distrust among the stakeholders.
Developing countries suffer from the absence of political will within the
governments to conceptualize and achieve consensus on reforms,
limited institutional capacity to assist with the formulation and
implementation of changes, and the inability to acquire input from
internal (citizens, communities, and civil society) and external
(international organizations and donors) stakeholders.
Keywords: capacity building, public management, reform, developing
countries

Introduction
The literature on public management proliferated rapidly as governments
across the globe decided to ride the wave of reforms to institute changes. The
trend of public management reform originated in the developed world, but
became popular in developing countries. These countries were already
confronted with problems of accountability, transparency, efficiency,
effectiveness, cost and quality of public services. Additionally, the structure of
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power relationships, nature of political systems, and the weak role of key
institutions made the situation worse. Many studies on public management
reform recommend drastic changes in the administrative arrangements to
promote new values and practices, with the expectation that it will initiate
measures to deal with the problems and facilitate effective performance by
governments. These ideas were reinforced by international organizations such as
the World Bank, International Monetary Fund, United Nations, World Trade
Organization as well as regional blocks such as Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development.
This article revisits the concept, rationale, processes and outcomes of public
management reform and assesses its impact on the capacity of governments in
developing countries. This entails a review of the origin, principles and impact
of public management, and changes introduced over the years. In most cases,
such efforts were guided by ideas and principles proposed and promoted by
international organizations, and the results have been far from impressive. The
reforms created additional layers and complexities in the structure and
relationships and the introduction of changes resulted in the erosion of trust
among the stakeholders. The overall outcome was a decline in capacity, and this
can be attributed to a number of factors, such as lack of political will,
institutional incapacity, and biased input from internal and external actors.
Overall, the application of the reform plans and the direction of changes guided
by neo-liberal ideological considerations resulted in more harms than benefits to
developing countries.

Public Management, Reform and Capacity Building
Public management emerged as a new approach for improving the
organization and delivery of public services. It recommends a series of
techniques and methods to make governments efficient, economic and effective
by using flexible strategies in various areas of management in the public sector.
Christopher Hood (1991) identified the key features of public management.
They included:
1. Hands-on professional management in the public sector: There should be
more devolution of managerial powers to departments and greater
responsibilities for departmental heads.
2. Explicit standards and measures of performance: Goals must be defined and
performance targets set. Performance by both individuals and agencies are
considered.
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3. Greater emphasis on output controls: Resources are directed to areas
according to measured performance, and results are emphasized rather than
procedure.
4. Disaggregation of units in the public sector: Large administrative entities
are broken up by setting up agencies to deliver services.
5. Greater competition in the public sector: Competition is introduced for
government services to cut costs and improve standards.
6. Preference for private sector style of management practice: There is a
departure from rigid, hierarchical and rule-based system to a flexible hiring
and rewards system and introduction of practices from the private sector.
7. Greater discipline and parsimony in resource use: There is increased
attention to the best use of resources. Managers are encouraged to "do more
with less" cut cost, and direct resources to programs which are more
beneficial.
Public management was readily accepted by many countries because it
offered a new way of looking at and carrying out management functions within
the public sector. In the context of existing practices, there was strong support
for reforms that could reduce expenditures, improve service delivery, and
incorporate flexibility to overcome some of the weaknesses of traditional public
bureaucratic arrangements. At the same time, public management was
denounced as an uncritical adoption of the worst features of private management
and for ignoring the fundamental differences between the public and private
sector environment. It came under attack for contravening the tradition, and
working against the spirit of service delivery by according priority to market
principles.
By a fair assessment, public management pays too much attention to the
achievement of results and personal responsibility of managers, but also makes
organizations, personnel, and terms and conditions of employment more flexible.
It is helpful because organizational and personal objectives are established
clearly to enable measurement of their performance by establishing clear
indicators. Furthermore, there is a trend towards reducing government
involvement in delivery of public services through privatization, market testing
and contracting-out and this contributes to increased control of managers over
the system.
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Reform implies the "artificial inducement of administrative transformation"
(Caiden 2007, p. 65). The most common approach is to change and improve the
quality of management and service delivery by correcting faults in the existing
system, and removing inconsistencies and abuses that obstruct the attainment of
the objectives. In developing countries, they also intend to reorganize and
improve political and administrative institutions that are considered to be faulty
or ineffective. According to Sadza, "the notion of reform presupposes a
malfunctioning of a system of public administration which, if changed, would
present a turnaround for progress toward development" (2001, p. 201). Dror
(1976, p. 127) views reform as "directed change of the main features of an
administrative system", while Khan (1975, p. 149) considers reform as growth
in the capability of the administrative system to cope, on a continuous basis,
with problems created by social change toward the goal of achieving political,
economic and social progress.
Pollitt and Bouckert found that public management reform "is usually
thought of as a means to an end, not an end in itself. To be more precise, we
should perhaps say that it is potentially a means to multiple ends. These include
making savings (economies) in public expenditure, improving the quality of
public services, making the operations of government more efficient, and
increasing the chances that the policies which are chosen and implemented will
be effective. On the way to achieving these important objectives, public
management reform may also serve a number of intermediate ends, including
those of strengthening the control of politicians over the bureaucracy, freeing
public officials from bureaucratic constraints that inhibit their opportunities to
manage, and enhancing the government's accountability to the legislature and
citizenry for policies and programs" (2004, p. 6). It is, obviously, a complex
process in which many factors interact to lead to changes.
Generally, governments in developing countries seek to respond to
identified problems or shortcomings in a system or to meet new needs and
demands that emerge as a result of circumstances that have undergone changes.
However, the application of reform plans needs to be considered with reference
to the context and circumstances in which they are introduced. Another area of
concern is the maturity of the system and the capacity of political regimes to
introduce reforms and back them up with political will.
Capacity is an attribute-that can help or hinder the achievement of
organizational objectives (Chaskin, 2001, p. 292), or be perceived as an internal
and/or external organizational quality (Forbes and Lynn, 2006). The vagueness
surrounding the definition of capacity building is further complicated by the
challenge of evaluating its process and progress. The World Bank (2005, p. 43)
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recognizes that capacity building is "a long-term process that requires a
systematic approach and attention to demand for improved public services as
well as the supply of well-structured organizations and skilled personnel".
Umeh (1992, p. 58) described capacity in government as "the process of
identifying and developing the management skills necessary to address policy
problems; attracting, absorbing and managing financial, human and information
resources; and operating programs effectively, including evaluating program
outcomes to guide future activities". Polidano and Hulme (1999, p. 124) refer to
capacity building as the expansion of "the range of functions which an
organization can carry out effectively on a sustained basis". "Building effective
state capacity means continuous development and effective utilization of human
resources, constructive management of task-oriented organization, institutional
contexts that facilitate problem-solving, and economic, political and social
conditions that help sustain such capacity" (Grindle and Hilderbrand 1995, p.
461) . Capacity building involves a series of activities that are expected to have
an impact on the composition, structure and operation of agencies and
organizations as well as the development of human resources to enable them to
perform roles to facilitate the process of transformation. It "deals with the
aptitudes, resources, relationships and facilitating conditions necessary to act
effectively to achieve some intended purpose" (Brinkerhoff, 2010b, pp. 66).
Views of international agencies on capacity building are broad and general
in nature. The UNDP (1991) suggested that the concept of capacity building
should cover the creation of an enabling environment with appropriate policy
and legal frameworks, institutional development and community participation,
and the strengthening of managerial systems through human resource
management. The World Bank describes capacity building as "the process by
which individuals, organizations, and societies develop abilities to perform
functions, solve problems, and set and achieve goals, premised on ownership,
choice and self-esteem" (World Bank, 2005, p. 6). UNCED attempted a
comprehensive definition of capacity building: "Specifically, CB [capacity
building] encompasses the country's human, scientific, technological,
organizational, institutional, and resource capabilities. A fundamental goal of
CB is to enhance the ability to evaluate and address the crucial questions related
to policy choices and modes of implementation among development options,
based on an understanding of environmental potentials and limits and of needs
perceived by the people of the country concerned" (UNCED, 1992).
The concepts and their interpretations make it clear that it is extremely
difficult to achieve capacity building through public management reform in
developing countries. They are already handicapped by limited capacity and the
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prospects of reforms are further affected by the lack of strong and stable
institutions. Imposition of new organizational configurations and addition of
new tasks and responsibilities on traditional public sector organizations only
exacerbates their existing weaknesses and makes the system more complex and
difficult to operate. The next section reviews the outcome of public management
reforms and reflects on their impacts on capacity building for developing
countries.

Reforms for Capacity Building in Developing Countries
Public management reform involves changes and rearrangements within
organizations aimed at improving performance. Generally, there are broader
implications that could lead to considerable alterations in the structure of public
sector organizations and behaviour of officials. More significant reforms are
reflected in radical transformations and adjustments to approaches, structures,
processes and relationships, and substantial overhaul in the public service.
However, most recent efforts in public management reforms appear to
concentrate on the enhancement of accountability and responsiveness,
achievement of representativeness, and promotion of principles and practices
established as standards across the world.
An analysis of fourteen countries sought to identify goals and objectives of
public management reform. The exercise revealed some common needs across
the countries, and they included reduction of public expenditure, strengthening
of policy responsiveness and implementation, improvement of government as
employer, enhancement of service delivery, and building private sector
confidence (Manning and Parison 2004, p xiv). Needless to say, circumstances
vary widely across countries in the developing world and reforms in public
management require to be designed with this context in mind, along with the
need to create and institutionalize agencies to deal with new responsibilities.
Globalization has added to the complexities confronted in public
management reform. Mavima and Chakerian noted four types of factors related
to international and local institutions as well as local organizations and programs
that have impacts on the process. International institutional factors include "the
web of international normative expectations, regulations, and ways of thinking
that are brought to bear on administrative systems of developing countries"
(2002, pp. 94-95). Local institutional factors comprise of regulative (rules and
regulations to govern the operation of organizations), cognitive (manner in
which reality is perceived), and normative ((perceptions of how things should be
done) factors (Scott 1995). Two other categories mentioned by Mavima and
Chakerian are local organizational and programmatic factors. "Organizational
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factors include the capacities of the organizations responsible for reform
implementation", and programmatic factors are concerned with "the extent to
which the reform program itself is properly designed" (2002, p. 97). It should be
noted that the design and application of reform packages has often fluctuated in
developing countries as local and international factors influenced agenda,
strategies and objectives.
Reforms have brought about the creation of new institutions and agencies.
In view of criticisms and encouragement from the international community and
donor agencies, many developing countries have established agencies for
undertaking anti-corruption measures. However, the relationship of these
agencies with the government and other administrative organizations turned out
to be extremely sensitive and complex. They cannot be effective as governments
are unwilling to allow the anti-corruption agencies complete autonomy to
perform their duties. Similar complexities are evident in the organization and
performance of other agencies that have to work with cooperation from and
authority over, well-entrenched departments. In many developing countries, new
agencies were entrusted with responsibilities to enforce environmental and
human rights regulations, along with the difficult task of combating corruption.
Generally, public management reform is initiated in developing countries as
a response to problems identified in the course of administrative activities,
service delivery, or in the event of a crisis. Unfortunately, such sporadic and
reactive measures do not result in sustained benefits. Kaufman (1969, p. 4)
noted that in developing countries, management reforms often consist of shortterm and limited response to identified shortcomings in an area of government
activity. He expressed concern with shifts in priorities and emphasis, and
attributed this outcome to the concentration of attention on a single problem area
over a period of time that allowed other discontents or weaknesses in another
area to deteriorate and result in a major problem. In a later study, Kaufman
argued that the pattern of reform is influenced by changes that take place in
values, tastes, socio-political and economic institutions, and advancements in
knowledge and technology (1985, pp. 36-38).
The political and administrative institutions in a country and their
interactions have considerable influence on capacity building. They facilitate
sharing of vision and information among the various stakeholders to ensure their
support for the proposed reforms. The ability of citizens, communities and
governments to participate in the process of formulating and implementing
reform plans is critical for capacity building.
Five capabilities constitute the core of capacity, and these include:
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The capability to commit and engage for mobilizing resources; creating
space and autonomy; motivating unwilling or unresponsive partners;
and planning, deciding and engaging collectively to exercise their other
capabilities.
The capability to carry out technical, service delivery, and logistical
tasks for producing acceptable levels of performance; generating
substantive outputs and outcomes; sustaining production over time;
and adding value for their clients, beneficiaries and citizens.
The capability to relate and attract support for establishing and
managing linkages, alliances, and partnerships with others to
leverage resources and actions; building legitimacy in the eyes of
key stakeholders; and dealing effectively with competition, politics
and power differentials.
The capability to adapt and self-renew for modifying plans and
operations based on monitoring of progress and outcomes;
anticipating new challenges; coping with changing contexts; and
developing resiliency.
The capability to balance diversity and coherence for developing
strategies and visions; balancing control, flexibility and consistency;
integrating and harmonizing plans and actions in complex and
multi-actor settings; and coping with cycles of stability and change
(Brinkerhoff, 2010a, p. 3).
The Fourth Pan African Conference of Ministers of Public Service identified
a number of requirements for capacity building. The meeting emphasized
adequate budgetary allocations and funding for training and educational
institutions, relations between public sector training institutions, public-private
sector partnerships, political will and support, and stakeholder (private sector,
civil society and donor community) consultations and ownership (Economic
Commission for Africa 2003, p. 46).
Brinkerhoff (2010b, p. 66) noted various interventions that can contribute to
capacity building. For example, resource enhancement interventions focus on
material and equipment, micro-credit, food aid, and budget support, but the
focus shifts to training, study tours, technical assistance and technology transfer
for targets of skills and knowledge. Capacity of organizations are built through
management systems development, restructuring, civil service reform and
decentralization, while targets of incentive are addressed through sect oral
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policy reforms, civic dialogue, accountability structures and procedures and
improved rule of law. With politics and power as the target, interventions take
the form of community empowerment, civil society advocacy development,
strengthening of legislature, and political party development. This indicates the
complex nature of capacity building analyses and the challenge of application
across developing countries.
Joffres and associates (2004) identified lack of financial support, undecided
priorities and overload of tasks as factors that impeded the implementation of
programs for capacity building. Blumenthal (2003) attributed the failure to lack
of commitment evident from a disinterest in following through to implement
changes. Klitgaard (1997) noted that low pay in the public sector in a number of
countries in Africa and Latin America makes it difficult to hire and retain skilled
personnel. Zeelen and van der Linden (2009, p.616) drew attention to the
importance of contextualization, social learning, interactive knowledge
production and establishing a "balance between the interests of the North and
the South". Polidano and Hulme (1999, p.124) believe that weak
institutionalization of administrative structures make them "prone to
'penetration' by party politics and lead to politicization at all levels in the
organizational hierarchy" and impede capacity building.
Comprehensive public management reforms rarely select relevant
components and elements from the packages developed in the West to the
context of developing countries. Furthermore, emphasis on the standardization
of practices across countries often compels these countries to adopt unrealistic
or irrelevant processes that affect the outcomes. Privatization, retrenchment,
agencification and corporatization, and overemphasis on performance are
evident in several countries across the world. Polidano and Hulme (1999, pp
123-24) noted that "many countries are undertaking reforms completely at
variance with new public management precepts at the same time as they are
sampling items from the NPM menu". Their assessment reveals that there are
evidences of good performance in selected areas in some developing countries,
but it is impossible to find consistency and success in public management
reforms. This finding reiterates the fact that it is not wise or possible to apply a
single set of reform strategies to all developing countries and the search for a
universal reform package may not be worth pursuing.
It is not surprising that public management reforms in developing countries
are influenced by actions and strategies adopted by other countries. It is
common to import ideas and practices from developed countries and the strategy
is probably driven by the assumption that good practices and effective
organizational structures are transferable across countries, cultures and societies.
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If that was the case, it would be possible to learn from the experience of other
countries and emulate the success of a particular strategy without much
consideration of local circumstances. Obviously, the outcomes often turn out to
be strikingly different from the intended results. In fact, they may even
exacerbate the problems that were being addressed through management reform.
While adoption of strategies related to work processes and technical issues could
be more amenable for transfer to developing countries, reforms to change work
ethic, culture and behaviour seldom succeed.

Outcomes of Reforms and Capacity Building
Studies on various parts of the world present evidence and analyses of
diminishing capacity from public management reforms in developing countries.
They consider impetus and incentive for reform as a key issue because
leadership in developing countries is often motivated by personal or narrow
group interests. Political systems in developing countries are generally captive
to authoritarian or military dictatorship. Some appear to uphold democratic
principles, but are actually authoritarian in nature. Elections and channels for
participation in public affairs are manipulated to protect the interests of the
regime in power. Such arrangements reflect inequality in power relationships,
and management reform programs are affected by this anomaly. Consequently,
reforms in many countries are aimed at strengthening the position of vested
interests entrenched within the political as well as civil and military bureaucratic
elite. With this important point in mind, it may be worthwhile to examine the
factors that contribute to the initiation of reforms.
Many governments pursue similar strategies for public management reform
because political, social, economic and institutional forces play a part in guiding
them in this act. (Kettl 2005: 3-5). The end of the Cold war, debate over rolling
back the state, rising expectations of citizens for better public services, and
demonstration effect from changes that took place in other countries created the
ground in favour of reforms. Major societal transformation and the radical shift
from the industrial to the information age gave rise to strong social forces that
demanded substantial change. The Asian financial crisis and its fallout resulted
in serious concern about the role of the public sector and the state, and the need
for economies to escape stagnation and foster growth generated economic forces
that pushed for reform. Finally, the prominent role played by the major
international organizations such as the World Bank, the United Nations, the
International Monetary Fund, the Inter-American Development Bank and the
World Trade Organization in standardizing practices resulted in increased
awareness of the need for attention to the institutions at the supranational level
and strengthened the resolve of the institutional forces to introduce reforms.
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The government of Uganda made drastic cuts in civil service employment
through public management reforms. A number of countries including Ghana,
Kenya and Pakistan introduced reforms to convert civil service departments into
autonomous agencies, authorities and corporations (Polidano and Hulme 1999, p.
123). However, it is difficult to establish targets that could be used to ascertain
the progress of reforms. The administrative and institutional arrangements are
diverse and complex across developing countries, and that makes it extremely
difficult to assess the success or failure of reforms and establish standards for
comparison.
Public management reforms are influenced by the interests and behaviour of
bureaucracies in specific countries. These initiatives are intended to enhance the
capacity, autonomy, responsiveness and accountability of the public service and
their success depends, to a considerable extent, on the attitude and actions of this
powerful group. Bureaucrats are generally reluctant to implement reforms that
could potentially erode their power, privileges and authority and they resist any
attempt at such changes with all the resources at their disposal. The problem is
intense in developing countries due to the strained relationship between the
bureaucrats and the political leadership. The relationship is tempered by their
respective roles during nationalist independence movements. It is difficult for
the two formerly adversarial groups to work together and the relationship
remains tense.
Dunleavy's bureau-shaping thesis (1991) prompted scholars to examine
bureaucratic response to institutional reform. Drawing upon data obtained
through interviews with senior public servants in England, Gains and John
reported that "there is a link between attitudes and actions, reflecting the degree
to which bureaucrats are free to shape their bureaus" and these "actions can have
large consequences for how bureaus work and whether reformers get the policymaking machine they desire or whether bureaucracies work in the same way as
before" (2010, p. 461). Thus the mindset and attitude of senior bureaucrats can
be a major influence in the implementation of management reforms.
The experiences of newly democratizing countries in Central and Eastern
Europe add to the insight on public management reform. Peteri and Zentai (2002)
studied reforms in decentralization and public administration in Hungary,
Poland, Bulgaria, Latvia, Croatia and Slovakia and confirmed that there is no
single solution or model that works "even in this similar group of countries",
especially for reform management techniques and methods. The design of
country-specific strategies and their implementation remains a major challenge
in many developing countries.
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An analysis of public management reforms in various parts of the
developing world reveals that small gains have been made in terms of cost
reduction, reorganization, and the introduction of private sector principles and
practices in the public sector. However, several studies have highlighted the
adverse affects or lack of success of public management in both developed and
developing countries. Christiansen (1998) noted that the provision of public
services by the private sector has not increased in Denmark due to the existence
of "strong institutions of traditional public sector governance". It did not help
developing countries with traditional support systems to introduce changes for
shifting the responsibilities to public sector organizations.
Public management reforms emphasize strategies such as privatization,
marketization, contracting-out, and imposition of user fees and charges. Most of
these strategies failed to achieve the desired results in developing countries. In
Uganda, sales of public enterprises were affected by "the absence of a capital
market through which funds can be mobilized, an undeveloped banking system,
high interest rates which discourage borrowing from banks, low savings and the
desire of most local entrepreneurs to invest in the more lucrative real estate and
trade rather than in public enterprises (Kauzya 1995, p. 130). Self found that
privatization came at a cost of increased unemployment (especially among older
workers) that put pressure on the welfare budget, human effects (in loss of pride
among workers made redundant), and increased economic inequality (with a rise
in profit and fall in wage in the privatized industries (2000, p. 112). Tang and
Morrison (1998, p. 259) reported that efforts to introduce market principles in
schooling in Macao led "to a lowering of standards of educational provision,
organization and achievement".
Beracochea (1997) reported the failure of contracting-out efforts in Papua
New Guinea due to inexperience of contractors, low wage paid to workers and
poor management of the contracting process, while Broomberg, Masobe and
Mills (1997) reported that contracting-out cost more than that of direct provision
by government in South Africa. Some public services cannot and should not be
financed through charges, and user fees are neither realistic nor appropriate for
core government services with broad social objectives (Huque 2008).
Each of these strategies have imposed additional burden on the weak system
of public management in developing countries. Privatization was unsuccessful
due to lack of buyers for public enterprises, large scale lay-off and
unemployment, social costs, union resistance and industrial problems, loss of
industrial base and escalating corruption. Contracting-out imposed additional
burden of arrangements for regulation, and was affected by irregularities in the
tendering process, poor monitoring and the tendency to form cartels for
capturing business opportunities. User fees brought forth problems of exclusion
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of the poor from receiving public service, cost of collection, unfair price-setting
system, and increased income disparities (Huque 2004).
Thus, public management reforms had more adverse impacts compared to
the benefits obtained from them. These efforts impeded the building of capacity
by diverting attention and resources to programs and activities that had little
prospect of success. Neglect of indigenous context and conditions distorted
priorities of governments in developing countries and pressure from
international organizations and donor countries influenced the content and
direction of public management reforms. The needs and interests of these
countries were relegated to the bottom of reform agenda, and capacity building
did not take place.

A Recipe for Success?
The attainment of the objectives of reform is dependent on the capacity of
governments in developing countries. Generally, reform proposals outline the
advantages they expect to gain from specific initiatives. Thus, it is important to
place capacity building at the core of public management reforms. Consequently,
the key strategy should be to ensure effective implementation of the programs
and provide opportunities for all stakeholders to participate in the process. In his
study on the debt crisis in Latin America, Williamson (1990) emphasized the
importance of establishing a baseline for measuring the extent of success in
implementing reforms. But there is no consensus on the standards and measures
to be adopted for assessing their success. The potentials for success may be
higher if public management reforms are targeted towards specific areas. Broad
and widespread efforts at management reforms often get diluted or sabotaged as
certain stakeholder(s) may agree with some elements of the reform but not with
others.
As seen in the examples cited in the previous section, structural, cultural and
behavioural features of a country may constrain the scope of public management
reforms. Authoritarian regimes are unwilling to introduce policies and practices
that could facilitate participation of the stakeholders in the formulation and
implementation of reform plans. Developing countries suffer from frequent
regime change due to political instability. Under such circumstances, leaders of
new regimes are reluctant to commit themselves to new strategies and major
changes in public management since their consequences are unknown and
unforeseeable. Although they acquiesce with pressure from international
agencies to undertake reforms, there is no commitment to carry them out and
achieve effective changes.
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Some developing countries do not experience change in government due to
long stretches of military or authoritarian rule. These regimes are apprehensive
of radical changes as their position was consolidated under the existing power
structure. The needs and interests of citizens and improvement of service
delivery are not accorded priority on their agenda. It is not surprising that these
countries display little interest in enhancing capacity through public
management reforms, and opt for minimal change. Grindle and Hilderbrand
(1995, p. 461) added that public sector performance is driven more by strong
organizational cultures, good management practices and effective
communication networks than it is by rules and regulations or procedures and
pay scales.
The institutional framework is critical to capacity building in developing
countries. National political institutions are vested with powers that ordinary
citizens do not have. The linkages and relationship among institutions contribute
to the operation of governments and their role strengthens the capacity to govern.
However, the unequal power structure in developing countries precludes the
possibility of meaningful co-existence of the executive, legislature and judiciary,
and their roles are affected by strong influence of the military and/or civil
bureaucracy. These organized and well-resourced groups are in a strong position
to interfere with decisions on public management reform and contribute to
adverse impacts on capacity building.
It is difficult to identify and persist with a set of best practices for capacity
building because public management reform is a continuous process and takes
place in diverse contexts. New methods and strategies become necessary as
societal conditions change and regimes experience shifts in support and ideology.
The need for making internal and external demands compatible has an impact on
the nature of management reforms. The effectiveness of reform varies across
cultures and contexts, and in the contemporary world, is influenced by external
forces. Developing countries are dependent on aid and external assistance from
the international community, both for governing the nations as well as building
capacity. International stakeholders subscribe to their specific perception for
capacity building, and often impose conditions on the use of their assistance to
make the countries comply with uniform international standards. While there are
some advantages in fostering a common framework of governing across
developing countries, it may not be realistic to expect all nations to be capable to
utilize it to their benefit.
Reforms in developing countries are usually initiated to respond to
challenges and crises, or serve the interests of the regime in power. The
structural adjustment programs represent another source of impetus direct
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pressure from international agencies and indirect push from donor countries.
Furthermore, reform agenda are often determined in reaction to developments in
other countries and changes in the world system. At the same time, reform plans
have to take into consideration local needs, aspirations and the capacity of
administrative systems to ensure sustainable progress. In brief, management
reforms have potentials of success in countries where governments and
leadership are willing to allow involvement of stakeholders and exhibit strong
political will to ensure the implementation of reforms. This needs to be
supplemented by the capacity of political and administrative institutions to
fulfill their share of the responsibilities.

Concluding Observations
This article highlighted certain requirements and conditions that hinder or
help capacity building through public management reforms. It was impossible
for developing countries to establish the framework and attain all the features of
public management identified by Hood (1969). Weaknesses in key national
institutions affect the ability of governments in developing countries to
undertake actions for building capacity. Solution to this problem may be found
in major transformations in structures, relationships, behaviour and culture of
governments and administrative organizations.
Political will of the government remains one of the most important factors
because many attempts at reform peter out if the regime and its leaders lose
momentum, either for personal interest or under pressure from powerful groups
in the political system. There is potential for reforms to be effective if leadership
in developing countries have complete confidence and belief in the programs
and demonstrate their commitment to carry them out. Decades of efforts have
produced limited success due to confusion and controversy over the concept of
reform and the areas on which efforts should be concentrated. There has been
progress in selected aspects in some countries in the developing world, but much
remains to be done.
Capacity building must be considered with reference to indigenous culture,
values and practices. The potentials of capacity building lies in the creation of an
enabling environment with appropriate policy and legal frameworks,
institutional development as well as community participation, and human
resource development and strengthening of managerial systems (UNDP, 1991).
Kaplan suggested that a conceptual framework for the organization to
understand its internal and external environment, its confidence to act in a way
that it believes can be effective, a clear vision and strategy, sound organizational
structure, acquisition of appropriate skills, and material resources for
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accomplishing its objectives are critical for building capacity (2000, p. 518-519).
Integration of interests of the diverse population in developing countries
presents a challenge, and this underlines the need for significant engagement of
stakeholders. The civil society has emerged as a potent force for articulating and
aggregating the interests of various groups to assist with capacity building. This
process takes time as newly acquired knowledge and skills require time to take
root and the system has to wait for the appropriate circumstances for their
application. "Time strongly influences the capacity-building work that
practitioners are doing, and is linked to both financial resources and culture"
(Girgis, 2007, p. 356). Brinkerhoff added that there is no single "right way" to
develop capacity and emphasized, among others conditions, the importance of
selecting government agencies, NGOs, civil society and private firms with
reference to consideration for their ability and potential for making the best use
of external support and their standing with local decision-makers and sound
knowledge and understanding of the context in which capacity building takes
place (2010, pp. 76-77). Ceccon and Cetto agreed that capacity building is "a
long term and continual process in which all stakeholders participate" (2003, p.
347) it may well be a perennial exercise. Along with the shifts in the nature of
development principles and practices, capacity building efforts will require
constant watch in order to keep up with changing time and needs. Thus, it is
obvious that capacity building through reforms must be sensitive to inputs from
both internal and external stakeholders.
Public management reforms and capacity building are two major challenges
faced by developing countries. They are dependent on one another and have
significant implications for the success of government. Appropriate reforms can
assist developing countries to keep up with changing times and circumstances
and update administrative practices accordingly. Periodic review of existing
principles and procedures and reflection on their success in contributing to the
process of development in the country will help identify areas that merit
attention and allow governments to act on them.
The nature of public management reforms in developing countries reflects
many limitations. Most governments take a short-term view and seek to address
problems as they arise. The responses are limited, and the benefits are not
sustainable. The addition of new layers of organizations and units to ensure
standardization confuses the officials who are not familiar with new practices
and their rationale. The stress of increased emphasis on performance and its
measurement makes it worse. Moreover, the prospect of better remuneration
packages outside the government induces public sector officials to migrate to the
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private sector. These constraints and large-scale exodus from the government
organizations result in loss of talent and, subsequently, diminishing capacity of
governments in developing countries.
The absence of political will and commitment to build capacity through
public management reforms needs to be addressed. Strong institutional capacity
is instrumental in making sound policy decisions on the methods and
mechanisms of enhancing capacity. But most importantly, all stakeholders need
to be consulted to establish the framework and determinants of capacity. While
external stakeholders such as international organizations and donor countries
will be able to provide the broad perspective by drawing upon the experience of
other countries and their outcomes, internal stakeholders from the communities
and civil society have a valuable role to play by emphasizing local needs and the
areas where capacity building is critical. Capacity building must be performed in
tandem with public management reforms because they are complimentary in
nature and have implications for one another.
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The Dragon and the Crown: Hong Kong Memoirs
by Stanley S.K. Kwan with Nicole Kwan
(Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 2009), 215 + xx pp.
Professor Ming K. Chan
Stanford University, USA
This book is a personal memoir by a key functionary in Hong Kong's
economy, retired banker Stanley Kwan (1925-2011), a third generation Hong
Konger. The contents of his volume span almost a whole century, from the
1910s (when his uncle began work in a Chinese native-bank, "yinhao", in the
then British colony that started the family tradition of banking service that
engaged both his father and himself, and later his nice), through his own
experience of growing up and working in Hong Kong (punctuated with a 194245 interlude of service in mainland China during the Pacific War), to 2009 that
closes with his reflections on new life as an immigrant in Toronto, Canada since
1984, upon retirement from the Hang Seng Bank in Hong Kong and 13 years
ahead of the city's 1 July 1997 retrocession to Chinese sovereignty.
An earlier Chinese language version of this volume was published in 1999
by the University of Toronto-York University Joint Centre for Asia Pacific
Studies. With the collaborated of his niece Nicole Kwan (who previously
worked in Hong Kong banking upon obtaining her BA and MA degrees in the
US), an updated and much expanded English version, the volume under review
th
here, appeared a decade later, as the 6 title in the Royal Asiatic Society Hong
Kong Studies Series published by the Hong Kong University Press.
Readers of this volume are treated to a bountiful feast of continuously
forward moving sequences of richly textured and very directly personal, first
hand narratives of people, places, events, institutions, processes and,
circumstances not only of colonial Hong Kong but China mainland and the East
Asian Pacific region as a whole that shaped the life and work of himself and that
of his extended family--grandparents, parents, uncles and aunts, siblings,
cousins, in-laws and other close relatives who have been dispersed overtime
across the continents. Popping up through the pages are his friends, classmates,
wartime comrades, American allies, Hong Kong banking colleagues, and even,
yes, Beijing's united front functionaries and "handlers" (his mainland tour guides).
More than viewing specific developments and sweeping trends from the
perspective of the author's own individual or family experience, Kwan's
storylines are often framed in a considerable broader historical context of
modern China's tumultuous transformation from the late Qing period through
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the republican years to drastic twists and turns under Communism of the Maoist
phase, the Deng Xiaoping reform era and China's current global ascendancy.
To provide ample background, Kwan's account starts from the mid-19th
century Opium Wars that yielded, among the other effects of assaults from
Western imperialism-world capitalism, British colonial rule over Hong Kong in
1841, through wars (the Sino-Japanese War, World War II's Pacific War phase,
the Chinese civil war, and the cold War) and revolutions (of the Kuomintang and
the Chinese Communists), to his own 1984 migration to Canada upon retirement
from Hong Kong ahead of the domain's 1997 retrocession to China, to conclude
with his life as an actively engaged retiree in Toronto until 2009. His Canadian
experience was punctuated with visits to both post-colonial Hong Kong and to
mainland China that has been extensively reshaped by the PRC's reform and
opening for modernization, marketization and globalization in the past three
decades. Much more than simply telling his own life story or presenting a
genealogical record of the Kwan family spanning four generations over one and
a half century, Stanley Kwan's book is a delightful album of faces, sites, sights,
sounds, happenings, comings and goings of people, institutions, movements,
ideologies from a well-informed collective vantage of his own generation of
Hong Kongers caught in the whirlpool of historical forces, as manifested in
regime changes, monumental undertakings, galvanizing popular sentiments, and
shifting epic dynamics beyond Hong Kong's shores.
What makes this volume much more than a recollection narrowly confined
to Hong Kong is the extensive coverage devoted to the author's own inland
China sojourn during the Pacific War and his two younger brothers' mainland
experience since late 1949.. As told in Chapter 2 (esp. pp. 39-63), half a year
after Hong Kong fell to the invading Japanese forces on Christmas Day 1941 to
endure three years and eight months of harsh military occupation, Stanley Kwan
and a cousin made their way into Southwest China where he served in the
Chinese Nationalist army as an interpreter for the American forces in the China
Theatre, making good use of the English proficiency the he had acquired as a
student in King's College, one of Hong Kong's top government high schools.
Such frontline service for China's and the Allies' war efforts came natural to
many young Hong Kongers of his generation who readily and easily embraced
this patriotic cause without much hesitation simply as Chinese from Hong Kong.
However, these mainland links and once unquestioned pro-China sentiments
among many Hong Kong Chinese would take many sharp twists and turns in the
post-World War II years as the Chinese civil war intensified that led to the
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Communist victory on the mainland and the Kuomintang regime's exile to
Taiwan in autumn 1949. The drastically altered the mainland China realities
that colonial Hong Kong must confront and live with as a neighbour, trade
partner, consumer of food supply, and above all, a final destination or a transit
hub for multitude of mainland immigrants. Spilling into Hong Kong, the
Chinese partisan strife also divided local families, including the Kwans. In
autumn 1949, Stanley Sze Kwong Kwan's younger brothers, Tse Kwong and
Yuan Kwong, had chosen to embark on a very different path from him by
crossing the border to join the Chinese Communist revolution in the mainland,
and despite the Maoist era ups and downs, both had remained to raise their own
families.
A particular strength of Kwan's memoirs is the finely textured and carefully
detailed account (pp. 72-83) of the underground Chinese Communist operations
in colonial Hong Kong as seen in the cases of his two younger brothers during
the late 1940s whose seemingly innocent initial enrolment in music classes and
attendance at lectures conducted by "progressive" bodies that turned
increasingly "patriotic" (pro-Beijing). Such ostensibly cultural contacts
eventually led to their political conversion to embrace the Chinese Communist
cause that led to a five-decade mainland odyssey. The 23 years old Tse Kwong
left Hong Kong in September 1949 to become a member of the team that took
over Guangzhou after its Communist liberation on 14 October 1949, when the
newly arrived Yuan Kwong, age 17, was among the troupes that performed
songs and dances on the city street to welcome the Communist troops. Nearly a
quarter of a century later, after he had risen through the ranks at Hang Seng
Bank, the largest local Chinese bank in Hong Kong, Stanley Kwan himself
became a target of the Chinese Communist united front efforts among the local
banking circle as he was treated to a tour of the mainland in mid-1973. (pp. 133168) By then he had attained some prominence as the creator of the now
globally known "Hang Seng Index" (HSI, of the trading price level of listed
shares in the Hong Kong Stock Exchange) that debuted on 24 November 1969.
These real life stories of the Kwans as unfolded in both Hong Kong and
mainland China not only have stretched the geographical scope of this volume,
but more crucially they have injected a very keenly felt and nearly omnipresent
"China Factor" into the Hong Kong narratives. In fact, this mainlandconnectedness has added a thick layer of complexities essential to any informed
and more nuanced appreciation of Hong Kongers' individual and collective
identities, politico-ideological allegiance, business strategies as well as life and
career decisions, especially in making the hard choice between staying put in
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Hong Kong or exiting for safer havens overseas in response to the widespread
fear of uncertainty and popular crisis of confidence as the 1997 retrocession
loomed closer. To enjoy his sunset years in a secured environment under the rule
of law with guaranteed constitutional rights and personal freedom. (p.173),
Stanley Kwan opted for relocation to Toronto where his two daughters attended
university and settled. His decision undoubtedly was impacted by his mainland
siblings' life under Chinese communism, just like many mainland-born Hong
Kongers who had joined the pre-1997 overseas exodus for the same reasons,
forsaking the colony to become once again an "migr" to escape communist rule.
As a whole, this book is a splendid example of recent volumes by, for and
on Hong Kongers from the pen of authors who have been enriched with nonlocal experiences and informed by external perspectives far beyond Hong Kong.
The authors of this volume have been quite effective in their attempts to
remember, observe, analyze and portray a Hong Kong, both historical and
contemporary, for their readers, including Hong Kongers residing in & outside
of the city. The Hong Kong that has emerged through the pages of this Hong
Konger's life story is a city fast changing amid densely woven fabrics of people
with their hopes and fears and conflicting sentiments and divergent perceptions.
Indeed, this volume has penetrated Hong Kong's popular veneer as an ideal
gateway to China, a thriving economic hub-financial center and a glamorous
tourist destination to offer another Hong Kong that is filled with fascinating
facets, darker undersides, hidden dynamics, rarely magnified realities and
unwelcome truths as well as unique personal insights to yield a vividly engaging,
three-dimensional, real-life Hong Kong story that is embellished with a heavy
dosage of warmly human sensitivity and reflective personal poignancy. This is
an informative and entertaining volume that both local and global readers would
enjoy and should benefit from.
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